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ABSTRACT 
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING SOLUTION OF AN 
EQUILIBRIUM PRICING PROBLEM 
(February 1986) 
Charles P. Robinson, B.S., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 
M.B.A., Western New England College 
‘Ph.D., University of Massachusetts 
Directed by: Professor Joseph L. Balintfy 
For many years managers and economists have been 
interested in both optimal prices and equilibrium. And 
since food is a necessity, problems solved in the food 
market are bound to be important. Recent advances in the 
representation of consumer preferences indicate that food 
consumer demands can be represented by the solutions of a 
small number of strictly concave quadratic programs with 
budget and nutrient constraints. But since the demand 
functions cannot be written explicitly, we have no way to 
solve either the optimal pricing or the equilibrium prob¬ 
lem. The device to solve both problems is the connection 
between mathematical programming and equilibrium. 
This dissertation reports the derivation and testing of 
a multilevel nonlinear programming algorithm for solution of 
the optimal pricing and equilibrium problems in a food 
monopoly. It is the beginning of a longer project to extend 
vi 
the monopolists algorithm to the optimal pricing and 
equilibrium problems in a food oligopoly. In addition, 
small scale runs of the monopoly model give some insight 
into the basic behavior of a profit-maximizing food 
monopolist. 
• • 
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CHAPTER I 
THE BASIC CONCEPTS 
Introduction 
Food is one of the necessities required for sustaining 
life; therefore, it is a very important commodity. In the 
United States consumers buy food in every kind of store from 
the corner Dairy Mart to the shopping center supermarket and 
the McDonald's fast food stand to the most formal and 
expensive restaurants. Estimated national food retail 
purchases reached $262 billion in 1983, which is about 68 
percent of total consumer expenditures for all food. The 
remainder was spent in restaurants and other eating estab¬ 
lishments. In spite of the variety of food sellers, 
consumers prepare most food at home and buy it in huge 
supermarkets, where prices are low and variety is great. In 
1983 grocery store sales amounted to $246 billion with a 
profit margin of 1.7 percent. A food retailer competes with 
other food sellers through promotions, coupon redemption, 
advertising, location, variety, and pricing. Since the food 
budget ranges from 10% to 40% of consumers' pretax income, 
pricing is a very important means of competition (Food 
Retailing 1984)* 
The pricing problem facing a food retailer is a very 
complex one. Although the food retailer knows the cost it 
must pay for each item in stock at a given time, pricing 
1 
2 
interacts with item costs, consumer budgets, consumer 
nutrition, consumer preferences, and the competition to 
determine profits. With so many different product groups 
available, a fixed mark up would be unlikely to maximize 
profits. The problem of maximizing profits through pricing 
can only be solved on a digital computer. 
Since the development of mathematical programming, 
there has been considerable research into representation of 
consumer food demands and preferences. The first linear 
programming diet models were formulated in the 1940's and 
minimized cost subject to nutrition constraints. But they 
produced unpalatable diets because there was no consider¬ 
ation of variety seeking behavior (Taj 1984). In 1974, 
Sinha proposed the maximization of a concave unimodal 
preference function based on the preference-time research of 
Balintfy et al. (1974)* Shortly thereafter, Joseph L. 
Balintfy (1976) suggested approximating the unimodal concave 
function with a quadratic form, which made the diet model a 
quadratic program with budget and nutrient constraints. In 
a school cafeteria experiment, Balintfy et al. (1980) 
demonstrated the correctness of the quadratic preference 
maximizing model. Shahram Taj (1984) took the last step by 
fitting demand systems generated by the quadratic utility 
function to national food consumption data. Then with the 
estimated coefficients, he reproduced the food consumption 
data. The Department of Agriculture uses Taj's quadratic 
3 
preference model to generate preference maximized nutritious 
diets. 
Meanwhile, economists, led by Scarf, Kuhn, Debreu, and 
others, studied the concept of equilibrium. The result has 
been a number of methods for solving both general and 
partial equilibrium problems. Kuhn, Merrill, Eaves, van de 
Laan, and Talman have advanced simplicial fixed point 
algorithms (Scarf and Shoven 1984)* Lemke, Howson, and 
Scarf introduced the use of complementary pivot theory 
approaches (Murphy et al. 1982). More recently, Garcia and 
Zangwill (1981), Ginsburgh and Waelbroeck (1981), and Murphy 
et al. (1982) have advocated the use of mathematical 
programming. And finally, Dafermos (1983), Nagurney (1984), 
and Pang (1983) are developing variational inequality 
procedures. In 1981 Robert Elliot studied the monopoly food 
seller profit maximization problem in his doctoral disser¬ 
tation. But limiting his approach to existing nonlinear 
programming methods compromised the integrity of his 
formulation. 
There are two objectives to this research. As a 
dissertation (in satisfaction of the requirements for 
the degree of doctor of philosophy), the objective is to 
develop an algorithm for solving the equilibrium profit 
maximization problem of a monopolistic food retailer subject 
to consumer demands represented by the utility maximization 
model of Balintfy and Taj . Beyond the immediate future the 
4 
objective of the research is to use the knowledge and 
methods obtained by solving the monopolistic problem as the 
basis to approach the analysis of profit maximization for a 
food retailer in an oligopoly. 
The Approach 
Before discussing the approach, it is necessary to 
define the problem. First, consider the profit function of 
the monopolistic food retailer. Let 
x = an N vector of demands of consumers by 
food group 
s = an N vector of supplies offered by the 
food retailer 
p = an N vector of prices of food sales 
c = an N vector of costs of food to the food 
retailer 
F = the sum of other costs of operating the 
food retailer. 
Then food retailer profits can be approximated by 
Profit = pt[min(x,s)] - c^s - F, 
where [min(x,s) ] is the vector made up of the elements 
. • • . 
minlx^s1). An obvious requirement of equilibrium is that s 
be equal to x. Dropping the other costs to leave variable 
terms in a mathematical programming form gives 
-rr= (pt-ct)x. 
Consistent with neoclassical economic theory, this is the 
function to maximize. With other objectives another 
function, such as return on investment, could easily be 
5 
used. 
Next assume the demands x to be the sum of demands 
from M populations, 
n 
x=i, wjxj 
j=i 
where 
wj = a scalar weight for the j'th population 
xj = an N vector of demands by consumers in 
the j*th population. 
Let 
A-j = an N vector of preference coefficients 
for the jTth population (Taj 1984) 
B-j = an N x N matrix of satiation coefficients 
for the j ' th population (Taj 1984) 
mj = the food budget of the j1th population 
ej = the caloric requirement of the jfth 
population 
e^ = the caloric capacity of the jfth 
population 
d = an N vector of energy (calorie) content 
of foods. 
With these definitions the demands, Xj , for the j 1 th 
population become the solution of the quadratic programming 
problem: 
Max U(xj) = A^xj + (1/2)x^BjXj 
st. p^Xj < mj 
dt*j > e3 
d^Xj < e^ , xj > 0 
In this form, U(xj) is the utility for consumer population 
j; the first constraint is the budget constraint; the second 
6 
constraint represents the consumers’ need for food, energy or 
hunger; and the third constraint represents the consumers1 
diet awareness or capacity for eating. Thus, demands are a 
function of prices. 
Having finished all the preliminaries, it is possible 
to write the new mathematical programming problem as 
follows: 
Objective Function 
where 
Max "TT = (p-c)"^: 
M 
x = £wjxj 
J 
Demand Subproblem 
for each j Max Ajxj + (1/2)xjBjXj 
st. p^xj ^ mj 
dtxj > e3 
d^xj ^ e^ , xj ^ 0 
The problem must be expressed in this way because it is 
impractical to find the analytic form of the demand func¬ 
tions which are implicitly defined by the subordinate 
quadratic programs (Wegge 1968). If the requirement that 
all subproblems remain feasible is added, then no whole 
population will go hungry. And the result is a constrained 
mathematical program to maximize the monopolist’s profit. 
For the moment, it will be assumed that the problem 
formulation above is an economic equilibrium problem. In 
recent years a number of general classes of algorithms have 
developed for solving equilibrium problems. Fixed point 
methods, which solve for the fixed point of a transformation 
7 
of the unit simplex into itself, solve general equilibrium 
problems where both supplies and demands can be expressed 
analytically. First, this problem represents equilibrium in 
a single market, not general equilibrium, and therefore a 
fixed point algorithm is not appropriate. In addition, 
demands are not representable as simple functions. 
According to Murphy et al. (1982), complementary pivot 
algorithms can solve n-person noncooperative games and "are 
effective when each point in the pivot step can be evaluated 
using simple supply and demand curves. However, when the 
aggregate supply curve is implicitly defined through a 
linear programming production function, the time required to 
evaluate a point to determine the next pivot increases 
greatly.” This would tend to indicate that such algorithms 
are not appropriate for implicitly defined population 
demands. 
Variational inequalities is the newest addition to the 
equilibrium problem solution methods. To use variational 
inequalities to represent the maximum, it must be possible 
to write the Kuhn-Tucker conditions for the problem explic¬ 
itly (Kinderlehrer and Stampacchia 1980). But since x is 
defined implicitly by a quadratic program, it is not 
possible to form the required derivatives of the objective 
function. As a result, variational inequalities appears to 
be an inappropriate approach for this problem. 
In 1981 Robert Elliot approached a simpler problem, 
8 
but- chose to focus on existing methods of nonlinear program— 
mi'ng. To use them he first wrote the consumer preference 
model for food and money with only a full budget constraint, 
assumed a form of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions which implied a 
binding budget constraint, and solved the resulting equa¬ 
tions to yield the direct and indirect demand functions. He 
then applied the greater than energy constraint and the 
demand function for each consumer to the main profit 
maximization program. The calorie constraint, like the 
nutrient constraints of the nutritious diet model, belongs 
in the consumer preference subproblem, for each population 
of consumers. But if this location is required, the only 
way to solve the Kuhn-Tucker conditions is a quadratic 
programming algorithm like complementary pivoting (Bazaraa 
and Shetty 1979)* 
The approach of this research is to solve the pricing 
problem for a monopolist by a feasible directions algorithm, 
using a quadratic programming algorithm to solve the 
subproblems of consumer preferences. The strategy to 
produce a practical solution is to use the feasible direc¬ 
tions algorithm to solve the principal nonlinear program for 
food retailer profits, while manipulating each quadratic 
programming subproblem to maintain optimality. A quadratic 
programming method, like Lemke’s complementary pivoting 
algorithm (1962), may be manipulated with linear transforma¬ 
tions of the basis and substitutions to change prices as the 
9 
search for an optimum profit progresses, while feasibility 
is continually restored by pivoting. Together with effi¬ 
cient organization of the calculations for computer program¬ 
ming, the above algorithm proves to be reasonably prac¬ 
tical. However, it must be remembered that the objective 
function is not necessarily strictly concave and the 
feasible region is not convex. Therefore, with the present 
state of the art, the algorithm may converge to any of 
several Kuhn-Tucker points. In this case the user would 
try several initial points and select the best. 
It is possible to show fairly simply that the global 
maximum of this problem is an equilibrium in the economic 
sense. At the global maximum the monopolist is maximizing 
profits. And since the optimization of the subproblems has 
continued throughout, the consumers are maximizing utili¬ 
ties. (Note that the utility maximization is unique.) In 
the initial setup of profit maximization, the derivation set 
supply equal to demand. Therefore, since both profits and 
utilities are being maximized and supply equals demand, the 
solution is a market equilibrium. 
In general there are probably many kinds of consump¬ 
tion that can be approximated by a strictly concave and 
unimodal quadratic utility function with one or more 
constraints. It is one of the failings of current economic 
theory that primitive utility maximization ignores satiation 
and restrictions other than budget. And the research 
10 
which begins with this dissertation affords an opportunity 
to correct this failing. Therefore, the results should be 
useful. 
There were special considerations in developing this 
algorithm. First, the objective had to be kept in mind. In 
other words the project had to develop methods which will 
also be useful in solving the oligopolistic problem. But in 
the meantime, half the world lives under food monopoly. 
Second, it is realized that, if the oligopolistic results 
have predictive value and experiments prove their useful¬ 
ness, a new algorithm for this particular problem will 
probably develop. This algorithm can make use of the 
peculiarities of the problem in its solution method, and 
will be more effective than the algorithm developed here. 
However, only moderate deviations from existing theory can 
develop in a project of small scope. And a large develop¬ 
ment effort could waste considerable resources before 
knowing whether or not the basic programming problem can 
predict profit maximizing prices in an oligopoly of food 
sellers and whether or not the theory and experiment can 
contribute to the body of economic analysis. 
CHAPTER II 
PROPERTIES OF THE PROBLEM 
Properties of the Subproblems 
Uniqueness of Xj(p). For each subproblem the value of 
the function x j (p) at p is the solution of the utility 
maximization problem: 
Max U(xj) = A^Xj + (1/2)xjBjXj 
st • p^xj mj 
dtxj > e} 
d^xj < ejj , xj > 0 
Since the quadratic form suggested by Balintfy (1976) and 
estimated by Taj (1984) is strictly concave, Xj(p) is unique 
and single valued. 
Continuity of xj(p). Consider the polytope of 
quadratic programming subproblem j at p, S j(p), and at P+Ap, 
Sj(p+Ap). Let the solutions Xj(p) = x and xj(p+Ap) = x+flx. 
First, a lemma is needed. 
Lemma 1: For IMI < S sufficiently small, there 
is a feasible point of Sj(p+Ap) within any 
predetermined € neighborhood N^(x)^Sj(p), if 
Sj(p) has an interior. 
proof: If x is in the feasible region of 
Sj(p+Ap), the result is trivial. Therefore, let 
x be outside Sj (p+Ap). 
If Sj(p) has an interior, it is possible to 
11 
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draw a straight line into Sj(p) from x which has 
feasible points on it for lfxj-x|| < A, where A is 
sufficiently small. One such line must always 
intersect the hyperplane 
(pt+Apt)Xj = m.. 
The parametric equations of such a line are 
xj = ta + x, 
where a is a unit vector and t is a length. The 
point of intersection of the line and the 
hyperplane can be found by substitution. Since 
p^x ^ mj and (p^+Ap^x ^ mj , this yields 
1 ^ pta t Apta • 
Then by the Schwartz inequality 
1+ ) / jlApH Hxll 
' ^ Tp^a+5p^aT 
From a well known inequality of absolute values, 
|u| - (v-jj < |u+v| , 
It I <r ll^pl] llxll 
' N )|p^a) - (Appall 
For small enough II Ml 
hi < IIAdII 1 xll (1/2) P“a | 
If it is required that 
M <1^-5 • 
then [t J ^ £ < A. Therefore, there is a 
feasible point of Sj(p+Ap) within N^(x)OSj(p) 
for I|Ap1| < £ . // Q.E.D. 
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The principal theorem follows quickly. 
Theorem 1: If the polytope Sj(p) has an interior 
for p, then xj(p) is continuous at p. 
proof: Since the theorem is trivial for non¬ 
binding budget, a binding budget constraint is 
considered. Assume that xj(p) is not continuous 
at p. Then 
lim Ax / 0 . 
Ao-*o 
small, Lemma 1 and the continuity of U(x-j) imply 
U(x) - cx < U(x+Ax) < U(x) + <=><. 
Letting ^-*0, then 
U(x) ^ U(x+Ax) ^ U(x) 
which violates uniqueness. Therefore xj(p) is 
continuous. // Q.E.D. 
An example in two dimensions will suffice to explain 
the importance of the interior. When there is no interior 
to Sj(p), the feasible region could look like Figure 1. In 
Figure 1 the energy and budget constraints are collinear and 
the optimum is at x. Figure 2 shows what happens when there 
is an increase in p2. The solution x jumps to the only 
remaining feasible point causing a discontinuity in xj(p). 
Also, note that the point x is then independent of p^. This 
will be important later. 
Differentiability of xj(p). The Fundamental Lemma 
U 
Figure 1. A feasible region without an interior 
15 
Figure 2. The result of an increase in P 
2 
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(Kaplan 1 973) states that, if x^-(p) has continuous first 
partial derivatives in a domain, then xj(p) has a differ¬ 
ential at every point of the domain. Therefore, it is 
important to study the first partial derivatives, 9xj/3pk. 
From Wegge (1968), the best we can hope for is piecewise 
continuity when Sj(p) has an interior. 
Define x and Ax as in the previous section and assume 
that p y 0. Since both x and x+Ax are maxima, the Kuhn- 
Tucker necessary conditions must hold (Bazaraa and Shetty 
1979). Therefore, we start with the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, 
-Vf(x) + £uj_Vgj_(x) = 0 
iel 
and 
-Vf(x+Ax) + E(ui + Aui)Vgi(x+Ax) = 0. 
I is the set of binding constraints, which is assumed to be 
the same for both p and p+Ap. Assume that the budget 
constraint is binding because otherwise our objective is 
trivial. Substitution of the jfth subproblem into the Kuhn- 
Tucker conditions gives 
(1.) Aj + Bjx - [Ct[ p) u = 0, 
where the equations of the binding constraints are 
(2-) • 
Here, C is the matrix of the coefficients of the binding 
constraints other than budget, and b is the vector of the 
right hand sides of those constraints. For p+Ap 
(3.) Aj + Bj(x+Ax) - p+ApJ (u+Au) = 0 
and 
(4.) p^+Apt (x+Ax) 
Subtracting (1.) from (3.) produces, after some simplifi¬ 
cation , 
O.Ap] u = 0. 
To reduce the problems of equation presentation define 
Z(p+Ap) = [-pt+flpT] • 
Solving (5.) for Ax, substituting into (4*), and using 
(2.) leads to 
(6.) x + Z(p+Ap)Bj1 Z't(p+Ap) (Au) + 
Z(p+Ap)Bj1 |oiApJ u = 0. 
Next, it is assumed that the binding constraints are 
linearly independent. Since this is a polytope, there can 
be values of p for which there is linear dependence. But 
when there is linear dependence, it is possible to define 
more than one linearly independent subset of the binding 
constraints which are alternatives. In other words, there 
is a basis change at p. With this new assumption the matrix 
Z(p+Ap)Bj1 Z^(p+Ap) 
is nonsingular, and equation (6.) can be solved for Au. 
Solving (6.) for Au and substituting into (5.) gives 
zt(p+Ap)[Z(p+Ap)Bj1Zt(p+Ap)]“1Z(p+Ap)Bj1£o|ApJu - 
BjAx + Zt(p+Ap) [Z(p+Ap)Bj1 Z‘t(p+Ap x + 
18 
Now, only permit the i'th component of Ap, Api, to be 
nonzero. With this condition and a little manipulation, 
followed by the limit process Api->0, the partial derivative 
is obtained: 
c3x/3pi = Bjl 
Bjlzt(p) 
If Sj(p) has an interior, both x and u are known to be 
continuous from the previous section, equation (1.), and 
linear independence. Therefore, the partial derivatives 
exist and are continuous. But, whenever there is a change 
in the binding constraints or composition of the C matrix, 
there is a jump discontinuity in the partial derivatives. 
With the above derivation of a formula for the partial 
derivatives, we have proven the following theorem: 
Theorem 2: Assume that Sj(p) has an interior and 
that p X 0. Then the first partial derivatives 
xj/c)pk exist at p and are piecewise continuous 
in the domain of p. At the discontinuities they 
are multiple valued. 
Nonconcavity of xj(p). It is very difficult to prove 
any kind of concavity because of the combinatorial nature of 
the values xj(p). The relationship between values of xj(p) 
at two different price sets several bases apart is almost 
impossible to formulate. But Wegge (1968) provides an 
0 r~-\ 
um 
0 
- Bj1zt(p)[Z(p)Bj1zt(p)]-1 
, 
0 
[Z(p)Bj1zt(p)]-1z(p)Bj 
0 
um 
0 
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example which leaves little hope for any simple kind of 
concavity. Although his example has only a quadratic 
utility function and a budget constraint, the demand 
functions shown violate every simple kind of convexity and 
concavity when only one price is varied. Therefore, it 
would seem that no simple kind of concavity holds for Xj(p). 
Boundedness of xj(p). Because the feasible region of 
subproblem j is compact provided that d > 0, the last 
theorem can be stated. 
Theorem 3: If d > 0, then the solution of each 
subproblera xj(p) is bounded. 
The Feasible Region 
Define p-space as the Cartesian space with prices of 
the different foods as the coordinate axes and p ^ 0. 
Within this space the profit, "TT(p) is a function of p. As 
long as there is a feasible solution to each subproblem, the 
point p is in the feasible region in p-space. What is 
needed is a mathematical statement of infeasibility for a 
subproblem. Since we have assumed that ej < ejy, infeasi¬ 
bility can only be caused by prices high enough to drive the 
budget constraint below the greater than calorie con¬ 
straint. With this in mind, infeasibility conditions can be 
formulated. 
Let xj be any point on the budget hyperplane. Then, 
the jfth subproblem is infeasible if and only if 
20 
dtxj < e] Vxj in p^xj = mj . 
But all points xj on the budget constraint in the positive 
orthant are part of the convex hull of the extreme points, 
[ -*• ] "k — [ 0,0 , . . . . , m j /pi , 0, . . . , 0 ] V i i=1,2,...N. 
Therefore, all points xn- can be written as 
J m 
= J/M1 - 
where 
N 
Zx1 = 1 0 c Xi- < 1. 
L-1 
Substitution into the feasibility inequality gives, after 
a little manipulation, 
N 
Y X1(dlmj )/(p1e] ) < 1 
i»l 
N 
V A1 such that jTXi = 1 0 < A1 ^ 1 . 
i-i 
Using the above inequality, we can isolate the geometry of 
the infeasible region in p-space. Necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the above inequality are 
pi- > di-mj/ej Vi i=1,2,.,N. 
Since this last set of inequalities describes the infeasible 
region, there is an infinite rectangular parallelepiped zone 
taken out of the positive orthant. The feasible region is 
the closed remainder of the positive orthant. And there is 
a similar zone taken out of the feasible region, which does 
contain its boundaries, by each subproblem. The configu¬ 
ration is shown in two dimensions in Figure 3. 
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Properties of the Function Tftp) 
Uniqueness of-lT(p). Earlier, this paper defined the 
mathematical programming profit as 
<Kp) = (p-c)tx(p) 
where 
x(p) = HwjXj(p). 
\*i 
Since each Xj(p) is unique, x(p) is unique. And as a 
result, Tf(p) is a unique and single valued function of p. 
Continuity of Tf(p). Wherever all xj (p) are contin¬ 
uous, x(p) is continuous because the sum of continuous 
functions is continuous. And wherever x(p) is continuous, 
'TT( P) is continuous because the product of continuous 
functions is continuous. Therefore, "TV^p) is continuous 
wherever all xj(p) are continuous. 
Differentiability of "TT^ P) - The partial derivatives of 
-tT( p) are given by 
9'fT(p)/3pk = xk(p) + (p-c) ^x(p) /^pk 
where 
M 
3x(p)/9pk = ^wjBxj (p)/3pk. 
Wherever all the 3xj(p)/9pk are continuous, "3x(p)/3pk is 
continuous because of the sura rule. However, if one or more 
of the 3xj (p)/3 pk are discontinuous, "Sx(p) /3pk may be 
discontinuous also. And the different possible values of 
each 3xj(p)/5pk form combinations to make the possible 
values of 9x(p)/3pk. Finally, because xk(p) and (p-c) are 
both continuous, the sum and product rules imply 
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that 9lT(p)/Sp k is piecewise continuous wherever all 
the c)x j ( p ) /^p ^ are piecewise continuous. Moreover, 
9tT(p)/3p^ is multiple valued wherever any of the 9xj(p)/9pk 
are multiple valued. 
Nonconcavity of TItp). Again, because it is almost 
impossible to formulate a relationship among values of 
profit several bases apart, concavity of Tltp) is a difficult 
property to assess. However, a little insight can be 
achieved with simple manipulations. In order foriT(p) to be 
concave, 
/\Tf(p+Ap) + (l-X)TT(p) < -Tlfp+XAp) 
vx such that 0 X ^ 1 and Vp and Ap. 
Now, look at the region where all budget constraints are 
binding. Making the substitutions for profit gives 
M M 
AX wj (p+Ap-c) tXj (p+Ap) + (1 - A)Z wj (p-c) tx_1-(p) < 
S 
"J 
r 
jT w-f (p+Mp-c)tx1 (p+AAp). 
Since all budget constraints are binding, the revenue is 
independent of p. In that case, the concavity condition 
reduces to 
ZLwi (-c)t(Axi (p+Ap) + (1-X)x1-(p)) ^ Xwi (_c)txj (p+AAp) . 
y\ J J ^ j=i 
In this relation the weights and costs could be anything; so 
concavity of Tf"(p) is dependent on concavity of the xj(p). 
Referring again to Wegge (1968), there is little hope for 
concavity of lT(p). Since the above argument can be repeated 
for other kinds of concavity it would seem that no simple 
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kind of concavity can be proven forlT(p). 
M 
Boundedness ofTRp). Since T w-? = 1 , 0 ^ wn* 4 1 and c 
j=i J J 
is a finite constant vector, the boundedness of 
M 
TT(p) = T. (p-c) tx1* (p) 
js( j j 
depends on p and xj(p). Because of the budget constraints, 
0 < p'txj (p) < mj , 
the revenue must be bounded. Therefore, the limits on "tT(p) 
are 
M M 
H-ctx]*(p)w1- <TT(p) < ^(mj-c^Xj (p) )w-j, 
j=i 00 j-i J J J 
and lT(p) is bounded because xj(p) is bounded. 
Nonuniqueness of local maxima. Although there has 
been no complete study of all kinds of concavity, it is safe 
to state that TT(p) is a nonconcave function which is to be 
maximized over a nonconvex region. In general, there will 
be more than one local maximum, and one or more of the local 
maxima will be global maxima. One limitation of feasible 
directions methods is that they give no information about 
the objective function or boundaries at a distance from the 
present iterate. Therefore, under the present state of the 
art, it is necessary to find the global maximum by enumera¬ 
tion of the local maxima. 
The Hierarchy of Discontinuities 
According to Figure 3, the outermost constraints are 
from the subproblem with the lowest ratio mj/ej. Let us 
denote this as subproblem 1, as in the figure. The infea- 
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sible zone of subproblem 1 completely defines the feasible 
region. The boundaries of the feasible region and the 
infeasible zone are a number of hyperplane faces equal 
to the number of food groups. And the feasible region 
excluding these hyperplane faces corresponds to the condi¬ 
tion that the polytopes of all subprobleras have an interior. 
Therefore, throughout the feasible region except on the 
boundaries of the infeasible zone, TT(p) is unique, contin¬ 
uous, piecewise continuously differentiable, and bounded. 
Now, consider the profit from subpopulation 1 only. 
Along the constraint hyperplane 
pk = d^mi/e^ 
p^ > dlm-j/e^ Vl 4 k, 
the profit “it (P) is a constant because the whole face 
corresponds to a single extreme point of the calorie 
constraint, 
[xlfk]t = [0,0, . . . ,epdk, . . . ,0,0]. 
This is true for all the faces. From this assertion, it is 
clear that the edges connecting the hyperplanes must be 
discontinuities in^|(p), and hence in lT(p) • It is also 
clear that the point 
pk = /e] Vk = 1,.,N 
is a point of discontinuity. However, because the faces of 
the infeasible zone of subproblem 1 are in the interior or 
on the boundary of the feasible regions of the other 
subproblems, "TT(p) is unique, continuous, piecewise contin- 
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uously differentiable, and bounded on the faces also. 
Figure 4 is a three-dimensional example. 
To complete the analysis, the next few paragraphs will 
discuss the discontinuities in greater depth. To start, the 
feasible region is an N-dimensional, solid, nonconvex, 
infinite region. Other than the coordinate hyperplanes, the 
region is bounded by the hyperplanes of dimension N-1 
pk = d^m'|/e;] 
pi > dim-j /e\ Vl ^ k 
for each k = 1,...,N. On these hyperplanes TTj (p) is a 
constant, and x-| (p) is one of the extreme points of the 
calorie constraint simplex. This much is more formal but 
not new. 
Below this level are other hyperplanes of dimension 
N-2, described by 
pk = dkm'|/e^| 
p^- = dlm^/e^l 1 ^ k 
pn > dnmi/e^| \/n ^ k or 1 
for each k =1,...,N and 1 = 1,...,N. These correspond to a 
constant TTi (P), where x-| (p) is the point of maximum utility 
along the line 
[xitp)]! = X[0,..e^/dk,..,0] + (1-X) [0,..e^/d1,..,0] 
o < X ^ 1 . 
This hierarchy continues downward through N-3 etc. to 
dimension 0, the corner point of the infeasible zone. 
There is one beauty in this hierarchy of disconti- 
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Figure 4« The discontinuities in TRp) 
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nuities: it- is not- necessary t-o analyze it. On any hyper- 
plane of dimension N-2 or less, 
TTl (p) = LAk(pk-ck)el/dk 
k 
Ak = 1 0 < Ak ^ 1 k such that pk = dkm-j/e^. 
Here, the Ak specify the point on the feasible part of the 
greater than energy constraint which maximizes utility in 
subproblem 1. Because this is a weighted sum, it is clear 
that 
21 Ak(pk-ck)el/dk ^ max((p^-ck)el/dk). 
k k 
But the right hand side of this inequality is just Tl^ (p) on 
one of the hyperplanes of order N-1 . Note that the profit 
function from the other subprobleras, j >2, is continuous on 
the hyperplanes of dimension N-1. And observe that there is 
a point of the hyperplane of dimension N-1 which is as close 
to any point on the hyperplane of dimension N-2 or less as 
desired. In the general case, where 
(pk_ck)e^]/dk 4 (pl-c^)e\/d^ 
k ^ 1, pk = dkm-j/e^ and pi = d^m-i/e^, 
this point on the hyperplane of dimension N-1 must have a 
larger profit than the point on the hyperplane of dimension 
N-2 or less. Therefore, it is possible to ignore the 
discontinuities in the search for a maximum. 
This discussion ends analysis of the properties of the 
problem. The next chapter discusses the solution algorithm. 
CHAPTER III 
THE SOLUTION ALGORITHM 
Solving the Subproblem 
Linear complementarity. The subproblem for the j ' th 
population is stated in Chapter I: 
Max U(xj) = A^xj + (1/2)x^BjXj 
st • p"^xj ^ m j 
dt*j > e3 
d^xj ^ e^ , xj > 0 
As shown in Bazaraa and Shetty (1979), the quadratic 
programming problem can be written in the form of a linear 
complementarity problem: 
w = Mz + q 
v^z =0 w > 0 and z > 0. 
The form of the quadratic programming equations used here is 
Max c^x + x^Qx 
st. Ax < b x > 0, 
for which we write the Kuhn-Tucker conditions, 
V "-(Q + Q-t) At X + -c 
u -A 0 y. 
■ 
b 
u,v,x,y > 0 and v^x + u^y = 0. 
Expressing the subproblem in this form makes our linear 
complementarity problem 
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rBjtl 
-P“ 
d^ 
VJ 
LujJ 
— 
-dt 
-Aj 
mj. xj + 
yj -§3 
_ej. 
0 
uj’vj’xj’yj > 0 and VJXj + uJyj = o. 
In this representation xj is the solution vector to the 
quadratic programming problem. The other variables are uj , 
the vector of primal slack variables, and yj and Vj , the 
vectors of the dual variables. 
Solution of the complementarity problem. In 1965, 
Lemke suggested the complementary pivoting algorithm to 
solve the linear complementarity problem. Because Bazaraa 
and Shetty (1979) give a good discussion of the linear 
complementarity problem and its solution, we will not repeat 
it here. Bazaraa and Shetty also prove that, if Bj is 
negative definite and the feasible region is not empty, in 
the absence of degeneracy the complementary pivoting 
algorithm stops in a finite number of steps with a Kuhn- 
Tucker point. The starting point of the program is 
Ravindran's algorithm (1972) as improved by Proll (1974)* 
Ravindranrs algorithm was chosen because it parallels the 
revised simplex method. In this form it is particularly 
easy to manipulate the optimal solution. 
To start the revised complementary pivoting algorithm, 
add an artificial variable to the linear complementarity 
problem to obtain 
w-Mz-1z0=q. 
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If we define an N+3 by N+3 basis matrix Ba, this equation 
can be written in tableau form,_ 
Bs1 [I|-mI -1] 
'O. 
= Bo 1 a'q 
An initial almost complementary basic feasible solution is 
obtained by pivoting z0 into the basis in place of the most 
negative w = q. Starting with this almost complementary 
point, the algorithm pivots from almost complementary basic 
feasible solution to almost complementary basic feasible 
solution. When the artificial variable exits the basis, it 
leaves behind the complementary solution. 
In this whole operation, only the necessary columns 
and vectors are multiplied by the inverse basis matrix, 
which reduces the total number of operations. In short 
description, the entering column is selected as the comple¬ 
ment of the last exiting variable. The new basic column is 
updated to the current tableau by multiplication with the 
basis inverse. Then the exiting variable or pivot row is 
found by the simplex ratio rule. Failure of the ratio rule 
shows that the problem has no feasible solution. And last, 
in each iteration the pivot operation is carried out by 
premultiplying the inverse basis matrix by an elementary 
matrix, as described in section 2-14 of Hadley (1962). Thus 
the basis inverse for the n'th iterate is 
®a^n = ®n®a^n-1 
or ultimately 
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~ ®n®n-1.Ell. 
As described in Hadley (1962), 
®n — t e1> e2f••••ei-1> ^i>ei + 1» • • • •©N+3 ] > 
where 
= t-yVy1. • • •-yi_1/yi,l/yi,-yi+1/yi,...-yN+3/yi] 
and 
yn = ®a)n-1a» 
In these equations a is the entering column, yn is the 
transform of that column, eq is the vector of all zeros 
except for a 1.0 as element 1, and i is the exiting column. 
Manipulating the optimal solution. The question now 
arises: given the optimal solution for a subproblem, how can 
an optimal solution be maintained while changing p? 
Remember that the basis matrix is the result of substituting 
one column for another many times in succession, where the 
incoming column is one of the columns from the initial 
tableau. Therefore, in the basis at any one time the 
presence of p is restricted to one column and to the N+1fth 
row. The column has zeros in rows greater than the N'th. 
The location of the columns in both cases must be tracked 
through the basis description. But changing the p's is 
simple enough. 
To replace the single basic column containing p with a 
column containing p+Ap, we use an elementary matrix as 
above. Let 
Ba(p) = [b1 ,b2,.. b^+3 ] 
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and let 
bi = 
■P 
0 
0 
0 
and a = 
-(p+Ap) 
0 
0 
0 
Then, define a vector y as 
y = Ba1(p) a 
and a vector from the elements of y as 
= t-yVy1, • • --y1“1/y1,l/y1,-y1+1/yi,.. .-yN+3/yi]. 
It follows from the product form of inverse (Hadley 1962) 
that 
bi = Bg (p+Ap)r|c, 
where Bg(p+Ap) is the basis matrix with a substituted for 
the i ’ th column. Now, if we define an elementary matrix, 
Ec = [e1> e2 t••••®i—1,^c >ei + 1>••••eN+3J y 
we have 
Ba(p) = Bg(p+Ap)Ec. 
This is the standard revised simplex operation substituting 
the new column p+Ap for the old column p. 
Next it is necessary to replace the elements of p 
contained in the N + 1 'th row of the basis with p+Ap. For 
this purpose let 
[Bg(p+Ap)]t = [b-| ,b2>.bNH3^» 
and let 
bjj+i = bj+i (p) and at = bjj+i (p+Ap) . 
Following the same general idea as before, but with rows, 
leads to 
bfr+1 =^Ba(p+Ap). 
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This equation is an expression of the same vector addition 
principles as with columns. Therefore, 
^ = [-yVyN+1 ,.. .-yN/yN+1 ,1/yN+1 ,-yN+2/yN+1 ,-yN+3/yN+1 ], 
and 
7t = atBg(-1 ) (p+Ap) = atEcBj'Up). 
In the final analysis then, 
Bg(p+Ap) = ErBa(p+Ap), 
where 
[Er]t = [ e^]  .eN >^r» eN+2 > eN+3 ] * 
Based on these equations, the form for manipulation of the 
optimal solution of the subproblem becomes 
Ba^p+Ap) = EcBa1(p)Er. 
This relation gives the inverse basis matrix at p+Ap in 
terms of the inverse basis matrix at p. 
Based on the preceding discussion then, the way to 
change a subproblem to obtain the solution for a p+Ap 
different than the p used in the original solution is 
E0Ba1(p)Er[lj-M(p+Ap)i-1] 
w 
z 
Lzoj 
Either Ec or Er may not be needed if the N+l’th column of M 
is not in the basis or if there are no p1 in the N+l’th row 
of Ba. We shall now define a notation for the vectors of 
basic variables. [wz(basic) ] with brackets and boldface 
will stand for the vector of basic variables of a sub¬ 
problem. wz(basic) without boldface and brackets will mean 
an element of the vector of basic variables. The values of 
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the basic variables are 
[wz(basic)] = ECB:[1(p)Erq. 
Since the complementarity of the basic variables is main¬ 
tained by this operation, the resulting vector is the 
solution to the modified problem as long as the basic 
variables remain nonnegative. The complementary solution 
has moved through space, changing the shapes of the feasible 
region of the subproblem and the polytope corresponding to 
the simplex tableau of the linear complementarity problem. 
It is important to understand what happens when a 
basic variable in the complementary solution is driven 
negative. The present complementary basic feasible solution 
has moved; the polytope of the linear complementarity 
problem has distorted, making the current complementary 
arrangement infeasible. But it is known that a complemen¬ 
tary solution exists, as long as p is in the feasible 
region of p-space. To reach the new complementary solution, 
it is necessary to create a new artificial variable z0, 
according to the following prescription, 
[Bj1 (p+Ap)I‘ -Bl1 (p+Ap)M(p+Ap)i -1 ] = BIT1 (p+Ap)q, 
and pivot the new z0 back into the basis. Iterations then 
continue as before from almost complementary basic feasible 
solution to almost complementary basic feasible solution. 
If the artificial variable exits the basis, producing a 
complementary solution, this new complementary solution must 
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be the new global maximum because of uniqueness. The 
problem is that pivoting a new z0 back 'into the basis, 
called restart, can upset the balance of terms which, 
according to theorems 11.1.6 and 11.1.8 of Bazaraa and 
Shetty (1979), determine that ray termination requires there 
to be no feasible solution. In other words, the new problem 
may ray terminate when there is a complementary solution. 
Although succeeding iterations always found the solution to 
the quadratic programming problem, inability to find proofs 
replacing 11.1.6 and 11.1.8 required backing up ray termi¬ 
nation with a total restart of the subproblem, which means 
starting over from scratch. Several restart methods 
preserving the Bazaraa and Shetty theorems proved to be too 
restrictive for general application. 
Testing the subproblem algorithm. As a starting 
point, the author coded and tested a version of Ravindran’s 
algorithm (1972) in FORTRAN 77 for the IBM/PC. Efficiency 
of input for Taj’s nonadditive model (1984) required 
creation of a special input form for quadratic programs with 
sparse quadratic terms and dense constraints. After testing 
the coding for the revised complementary pivoting algorithm, 
the author programmed the operations of the previous 
section, called manipulation and restart, for solving 
consecutive problems. In essence, after a suitable problem 
runs as the initial case, the algorithm runs several 
modifications of the coefficients of the first constraint. 
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Each rnod.ificat.ion solves the new subproblem based on the 
solution to the previous modification. After program 
checkout, comparisons of subprobleras with only a budget 
constraint and with both a budget constraint and a greater 
than calorie constraint tested performance of the manipu¬ 
lation and restart algorithm. 
Manipulation and restart, particularly on the IBM/PC, 
is not an academic question. The problem reported in Taj 
(1984), having thirty-one food groups and a budget con¬ 
straint, is the benchmark case. With an 8087 math coproc¬ 
essor, the benchmark case requires 28 seconds of processing 
time to arrive at a solution. If we assume four independent 
populations, this would imply 2 minutes for each solution in 
any direction finding or line search step, as long as most 
populations consume a wide variety of food groups. 
The first set of test problems has only a budget 
constraint. There are five problems plus the benchmark. 
Problem 1: The benchmark case modified by 
decreasing all prices by 1 percent. 
Problem 2: The benchmark case modified by 
increasing all prices by irregular amounts 
that are as much as 20 percent. 
Problem 3: A more general problem made by 
varying prices from the benchmark in 
irregular amounts and directions as much as 
a factor of 2. 
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Problem 4: The benchmark case modified by nearly 
doubling one price. 
Problem 5: A problem with all prices set to one- 
tenth the benchmark prices. 
All five of these problems were solved one per run using the 
benchmark as a base case followed by the problem. In 
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addition, the five problems were run one after another, as 
five modifications following the base case. Table 1 shows 
the results. 
TABLE 1. 
Subproblem Restart Test with one Constraint 
Benchmark Case: Without 8087 Chip 1 min. 56 sec. 
With 8087 Chip 28 sec. 
Summary of Restart Performance 
Total Restart from Scratch Restart from Benchmark Case 
Problem Iterations Time(sec .) Iterations Time(sec.) 
#i 35 29 0 2 
#2 37 31 5 6 
#3 25 20 19 13 
#4 32 27 4 6 
#5 34 28 8 8 
Total: 163 135 36 35 
Total of 5 Problems, One After Another. 49 Impossible 
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From these problems several facts become obvious. 
Restarting a random set of inputs would probably not be very 
profitable . But if prices change in such a way that the 
bases of the previous and next problems are similar, great 
advantage can accrue to a nearby guess of demands. In 
particular, if most basic variables are z’s a guess of w’s 
is a terrible starting point because each substitution of a 
z for a w requires at least one pivot. Because of conti¬ 
nuity, regions which are close together in p-space have 
similar bases. Therefore, manipulation and restart can be 
used to advantage. 
Another suggestion comes from Table Is restart 
always seems to converge. Since restart seems to converge 
rather generally to a complementary solution, other options 
are unnecessary. In addition, manipulation is very fast if 
bases of the consecutive problems are identical. This will 
be valuable in the latter stages of each line search. 
The second set of test calculations has two con¬ 
straints, both a budget constraint and a greater than 
energy constraint. The problems chosen are a stringent test 
of restart capability because the bases of consecutive 
problems are very different from one another. 
Initial Problem: the benchmark case with two 
constraints. Only the budget is binding. 
Problem 1 : A problem in which both constraints 
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are nearly in the same hyperplane. 
Problem 2: An infeasible problem. 
Problem 3: A problem with only eight prices 
feasible. The rest are greater than 
dkmj/eJ . 
Problem 4 • A problem in which the two con¬ 
straints are crossed with a different 
feasible set than problem 3. 
Problem 5: This problem is like problem 3 but 
with a different feasible set than either 
problem 3 or problem 4* 
Upon running the test problems of the second set, it 
immediately became apparent that single precision was 
inadequate. Even the initial case with two constraints 
contained errors as large as several tenths of one percent. 
And errors grew rapidly through the sequence of five 
subproblems. As a result, the program was recoded in double 
precision. There were no further problems. But because 
complementary pivoting is unstable to roundoff error, it is 
necessary to totally restart the subproblems once in a 
while. To simplify analysis, the time of direction finding 
was chosen arbitrarily. In addition, the program totally 
restarts on a previous basis which contains the artificial 
variable because there should never be ray termination in 
the feasible region of p-space. Therefore, presence of the 
artificial variable indicates either the presence of 
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roundoff error or a failure of restart. 
The results of the second test are not surprising, 
Table 2. 
TABLE 2. 
Subproblem Restart Test with two Constraints 
Initial Problem: In Single Precision 28 sec. 
In Double Precision 29 sec. 
Summary of Restart Performance 
Total Restart from Scratch 6 Tandem Proble 
Problem Iterations Iterations 
#i 33 19 
#2 17 19 
Total Restart 
17 
Total Restart 
#3 26 26 
#4 37 26 
#5 19 21 
Total #1,#4,&#5 89 66 
First, the conclusion about adequacy of restart is upheld, 
and other options are not needed. Second, in the three 
legitimate restarts (problems #1, #4> and #5) iteration 
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history still favors manipulation and restart over total 
restart, but not by as wide a margin. And in all cases 
restart produced the same solution as the runs from 
scratch. Therefore, it is concluded that manipulation and 
restart will be the method of choice because the sequence of 
problems solved will probably have similar bases in consec¬ 
utive solutions. 
Solving the Main Problem 
Finding the gradient of Tf(p). Restating the main 
problem, 
Tf(p) = (p-c)tx(p), 
and then taking the partial derivative with respect to pk, 
results in 
<^l'TTp)/9pk = xk(p) + (p-c) t^xCp) /c)pk. 
However, we know that 
x(p) = 
Therefore, 
- W iX-j ( P ) * 
r J J 
xk(p) = T. wi3d(p)> ■ J 
and 
5x(p)/^pk = ZwjSxj (p)/^pk 
'J 
Because of the above logic, knowledge of the partial 
derivatives ^xj(p)/9pk implies knowledge of the 
gradient VlT(p). The gradient is just 
VlT(p) = IOTTTp)/^Pk)ek • 
k-i 
From our analysis of the subproblem, it is known that 
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(10.) Baj[vz(basic)]j = qj , 
where Baj is the basis matrix. For variables outside the 
basis associated with the current region of p-space 
xj(p) = 0 and 3xj(p)/3pk = 0. 
Since the basic xj(p) are some of the elements of 
[wz (basic)] j , we can find the needed derivatives if we can 
solve for 
cMwz(basic) ] j/<^pk. 
With this in mind, take the partial derivative of equation 
(10.) with respect to pk to obtain 
(SBaj/<3pk) [ wz(basic)]j + Ba-j3[wz(basic) ] j/3pk = 0. 
Rearranging terms gives 
^ [wz(basic)] j/^p^ = -Baj (<3Baj/<}pk) [wz(basic) ] j. 
There are four possibilities. 
1. There are no pk in the basis. Then, 
^Baj/3pk = 0 and 3[wz(basic)]j/dpk = 0 . 
2. There is one pk in the basis in row N+1 at column 
s. In this case take the partial derivative of Baj with 
respect to pk. This leads to 
(3Ba1/5pk)[wz(basic)]a = 
0 
0 
wz(basic)? 
0 J 
0 
1 
2 
N+1 
N+2 
N+3 
Therefore, 
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biN+1 wz(basic)J 
-n - , bpN+l wz(basic)? 
3 [ vz (basic) ] j/<5pk = - ^ 
J3N+3N+1wz (basic) J 
where bmn is the ran1 th element of* the inverse of the basis 
matrix. 
3. There is one pk in the basis in column t at row 
k < N. Proceeding in the same way leads t< 
QBaj/^pk) [wz(basic)]j = 
0 
0 
wz(basic)J 
0 
1 
2 
N+3 
And just as before, 
<)[wz(basic)] -?/dpk = 
b^k wz(basic)^ 
b2k wz(basic)^ 
• • 
bN+3kwz (basic) 
4» There are pk in the basis both in row N+1 at column 
s and at column t in row k < N. In this final case the 
derivative of Baj is the sum of the derivatives in the 
previous two cases. Therefore, we can immediately write the 
the derivative of the basis vector: 
b-| kwz (basic) J - b-j jj+i wz (basic) J 
• • 
-bN+3kwz(basic)J - b^+3N+1wz(basic)J 
Since it is important to understand the nature of the 
basic variables in the above formulations, they are 
wz(basic)^ = xjf(p) 
^[wz(basic) ] = 
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and 
wz(basic)J = yj (p) 
in Ravindran’s notation. 
Preliminaries to nonlinear programming. Here, a 
concave corner is loosely defined as a corner which brings 
about a nonconvex region. With this informal definition, it 
is seen that the infeasible zone in p-space gives rise to 
concave corners at which there are discontinuities in 
x-|(p). Both these aspects of the feasible region present 
problems. To ensure finite prices, an upper limit or bound 
will constrain each price. Thus, the feasible region in 
p-space becomes compact. It is possible to show that as 
long as one 
pk < dkm-|/e^ 
and all prices are finite, the most restrictive subproblem, 
1, has an interior. Therefore, xj(p) for all j and TT(p) are 
continuous throughout the feasible region in p-space except 
along the corners of the boundary of the infeasible zone. 
By a previous argument, these corners should not yield a 
supremum or a maximum because the global maximum must be at 
a point of continuity. 
First, at the discontinuities in xj(p), there is no 
reason why some wz(basic)^- should be zero at the point of a 
basis change, which makes a basis change hard to detect and 
represent. However, in regions of continuity, a wz(basic)^- 
must equal zero at the boundary between different bases. 
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This latter kind of boundary is easy to detect, and direc¬ 
tion finding is possible. The solution to this problem can 
be found by remembering that the global maximum cannot lie 
on a discontinuity. Since all regions of discontinuity lie 
on the boundaries of the infeasible zone, it is possible to 
separate them from the solution by creating a pseudocon— 
straint set just inside the boundary of the feasible region 
by a distance €.. Figure 5 is a two-dimensional example. 
The new pseudoconstraints make a pseudoinfeasible region 
described by 
pk > dkm^i / e] - £ k = 1,2,....N 
and a pseudofeasible region described by 
3k: pk ^ dkm-|e^| -£. 
And as a bonus, because of continuity in the vacinity of the 
global maximum, the global maximum of "Tf(p) in the pseudo- 
feasible region can be as close as desired to the global 
maximum in the true feasible region if £ is small enough. 
Thus the continuity required for maximization and direction 
finding is obtained at the expense of introducing pseudocon¬ 
straints . 
There is another problem at a concave corner. If the 
direction vector points into the infeasible zone, as in 
Figure 6, there is a choice of which way to project the 
direction vector. Stated another way, one must make an 
arbitrary choice of a direction of movement to continue the 
search. And this choice must be made in the absence of 
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Figure 5« The creation of pseudoconstraints 
Figure 6. The gradient at a concave corner 
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knowledge of 'Tf(p) at a distance from the corner. In the 
feasible directions method discussed in the next section, 
the smallest in magnitude component of the gradient that 
points into the infeasibility is set to 0.0 when the 
pseudoinfeasible region is binding and the gradient points 
into the zone. Or equivalently, at a concave corner, the 
most negative component of the gradient, independent of its 
arithmetic sign, determines the only binding constraint. 
And since only one of the pseudoconstraints is considered 
binding at a concave corner, we are in essence, for that 
iteration, solving a slab problem in one limb of the 
pseudofeasible region. 
The Ascent Method of Feasible Directions. Bazaraa and 
Shetty (1979) give an excellent description of feasible 
directions methods, which will not be repeated here. The 
nonlinear programming method described is a composite 
of the method of steepest ascent, Rosen’s gradient projec¬ 
tion method, and the method of Zoutendijk. It is very 
easily applicable to the problem. The steps of the method 
and a discussion follow. 
Initialization: Choose a feasible point p to start the 
problem. Let K, the iteration counter, be K=1 and go 
to the next step. 
Test for a Local Maximum Candidate: A candidate for a 
local maximum is a point at which there are no 
ascending/improving feasible directions. Totally 
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restart and solve the subproblems. Then find the 
number of zeros or near zeros in the basic vectors of 
the subproblems. There are two cases. 
(l.) If there are no near zeros, p is interior to 
the region of the active bases; and 'Tf(p) is differen¬ 
tiable at p. Calculate the gradient VTf(p) and 
project it into the pseudofeasible region to obtain a 
direction. If proj.(VlT(p)) = 0 then p is a candidate 
for a local maximum. This is the equivalent of a 
Kuhn-Tucker point. 
(2.) If there are one or more near zeros, p may 
be near the boundary of two or more regions or bases. 
In this case several values of VTf(p) may exist with 
different ranges of direction. Form in sequence each 
possible basis by pivoting zero variables for their 
duals while maintaining complementarity. For each 
combination find an improving feasible direction, if 
possible. If no combination yields an improving 
feasible direction, p is a candidate for a local 
maximum. This is the equivalent of saying that p is a 
Kuhn-Tucker point of each of the regions. 
In case (2.) there is a gradient VlT( p)^. for each 
basis. Since within the region "'f the differential of 
wz(basic)j exists, it is possible to write 
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d(wz(basic 
N 
Z(5(wz(basic)4)/^pk)\ dpk. 
k«l ^ 
But in the 
fore, using 
by 
region of combination T wz(basic)j ^ 0. 
the wz(basic)^- = 0, we can describe the 
There- 
region T 
d(wz (basic) j)!^ > 0. 
Now, interpret the vector 
N 
Hdpkek = dp 
k=t 
as a direction of movement limited by 
^(wz(basic) j) l^dp > 0. 
There is just one such constraint for each i,j€J, where 
J = ^i,j: wz (basic ) jl^. =0^ . Further, if wz (basic) j| = 0 in 
the interior of one of the regions, p would be a minimum and 
V(wz(basic)j) = 0. In other words the operation would not 
generate a constraint. 
In addition, feasible directions in each region are 
limited by the binding constraints, which are assumed to be 
linear. Remember that at a concave corner only one of the 
pseudoconstraints is considered to be binding. If the 
binding constraints are written in the form 
Ep < f, 
then dp is a feasible direction if 
Edp < 0. 
The direction finding problem then becomes 
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Maximize VTflp) dp 
T 
st. V(wz (basic) 4)1 dp ^ 0 i,j«.J 
-f 
Edp < 0 
9dpkl < 1 
in each region “f . If the maximum of VTf(p)^dp = 0, then 
there is no improving feasible direction in the region ~T. 
The normalization is chosen for simplicity of solution and 
to favor the axis directions, because of the shape of the 
pseudofeasible region. 
If this problem is repeated for each combination "T" and 
the maximum 
Maximum V'Tf(p)^ (dp^./Hdp^U ) 
taken, the method will generate a T,most improving” feasible 
direction. If no *T among the complete set of regions yields 
an improving feasible direction, then p is a candidate for a 
local maximum. This is equivalent to saying that p is a 
Kuhn-Tucker point of each of the regions f. (Farka's 
Theorem) 
Determine Extent of Line Search: Using dp^, the 
improving feasible direction generated above, and p^ 
find the farthest distance, \max, in the pseudo- 
feasible region of p-space. 
Determine Step Length: Let A g be an optimal solution 
to the following line search problem 
Maximize ^TT(pk +Adpj() 
st. 0^ A 4 ^ max 
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Set PK+1 = PK + ^KdPK* Replace K by K+1 and return to 
Test for a Local Maximum Candidate. 
Discussion of the Ascent Method. There is one classic 
drawback to this method. The most general point cannot be 
practically handled because the number of regions adjoining 
the point p may be very large. Even 16 zeros leads to as 
many as 2^6 0r 65,536 regions in which to solve linear 
programs. Therefore, a practical limit has to be assumed 
beyond which the program will flag its dilemma and stop. We 
assumed that there were no more than 4 zeros in the bases of 
the problem at any time during solution. This could lead to 
as many as 16 linear programs at a single direction finding 
problem. In application this seems to be less than the 
practical limit. 
Surprisingly, the direction finding linear program for 
the ascent method is very easy to solve. Because the 
components of dp can be of either sign, each component 
requires two nonnegative variables, for a total of 2N 
variables. But the constraints of the pseudoregion are all 
of the form 
pk < fk or pk >/ 0. 
Therefore, the corresponding constraints of the direction 
finding problem are all of the form 
dpk <0 or dpk > 0. 
These constraints only force one of the two variables for 
dpk to equal zero and remove it from the problem. In spite 
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of some degeneracy then, this is a very easy linear program 
to solve. 
It is clear that some assumptions must govern the 
choice of a line search algorithm. Throughout this selec¬ 
tion of methods a simple assumption has prevailed. This 
assumption is that there is an overall shape to the function 
TT(p), which is modulated by small perturbations in the 
regions belonging to each basis. The result is like a 
patchwork quilt draped over some furniture. But even though 
the function *TT(p) is not continuously differentiable, the 
sense of direction provided by a feasible directions method 
is superior to a method which does not use derivatives and 
requires a large number of long range line searches. Line 
searches can be very expensive with implicit demand func¬ 
tions because of the time required to solve quadratic 
programs, even with restart. The same considerations 
control the choice of line search method. The method which 
requires the proper tradeoff of the lowest level of con¬ 
cavity while maintaining comparatively very few evaluations 
is the golden section method. However, in the early stages 
of each line search, a function which is not strictly 
quasiconcave can greatly mislead a sequential search. 
Although this can result in not finding the correct maximum 
along the line, we used the golden section search anyway. 
Because of the possibility of more than one local 
maximum, it is necessary to start any problem with more than 
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one initial price guess. And because of concave corners, 
there should be at least one guess in each limb of the 
pseudofeasible region. The program allows input for the 
v 
problem and then for as many feasible price guesses as 
desired. 
The last a priori uncertainty of the ascent method is 
convergence. It is known that, as long* as the direction 
finding algorithm produces an improving feasible direction 
and the line search successfully finds the maximum along the 
direction, the sequence T^pk), K=1,2,.... must have the 
property 
TT(pk+i) >1T(pk)* 
This follows from Theorem 4 • 1 • 2 of Bazaraa and Shetty 
(1979). Therefore, since "f[(p) is bounded the algorithm must 
either terminate or approach a limit, lira TRpk) • If it 
terminates, either pg is a candidate for a local maximum or 
there are too many zero basic variables. If the algorithm 
accumulates, there is no proof yet that pg is near a 
candidate for a local maximum. In practice, termination of 
the method is controlled by both a Kuhn-Tucker criterion and 
an accumulation criterion. The Kuhn-Tucker criterion 
measures the value of the derivative in the direction of 
movement, and hence is an imperfect test of whether or not 
the search is near a candidate for a local maximum. The 
accumulation criterion terminates iterations when the length 
consecutive steps. In of the step is too short for two 
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addition, we put a line search convergence criterion and 
a zero criterion in the program. 
The next chapter discusses computer programming of the 
method and results of calculations with the program. 
CHAPTER IV 
TEST PROBLEMS AND RESULTS 
The function of this chapter is to discuss briefly 
results of test calculations run with seven mythical food 
monopolies and to present the input and global maximum for 
two of the monopolies. The first objective is to discuss 
the results of supporting calculations made with the 
nonlinear programming algorithm derived in the previous 
chapters. The second objective is to make the results of 
two of the supporting calculations reproducible. 
Programming and Checkout 
The multilevel nonlinear programming algorithm 
described in Chapter III was programmed in FORTRAN 77 for 
the IBM/PC. To save work, the algorithm was programmed 
around the coding used to test the manipulation and restart 
method. To insure correct coding, the different parts of 
the program were checked out independently and in several 
arrangements to solve easily verifiable problems. Then, the 
whole algorithm was tested in slab geometry on simplified 
problems. Finally, the code was generalized to solve the 
nonconvex geometry and full problem statement of the 
preceding chapters. Appendix A presents a listing of the 
program, along with a hierarchy chart of the subroutines. 
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The Test Problems 
Altogether, we have run seven different test problems, 
each with a number of price guesses. We shall divide the 
test problems into two groups. In the first group we shall 
place test problems 1 through 6. In the second group we 
shall place problem 7 only. 
The first group of problems have a lot in common. 
Demand for food in these problems comes from the four 
populations of Balintfy and Taj’s U.S.D.A. research (1983). 
In the U.S.D.A. study the populations are called Plan A, 
Plan B, Plan C, and Plan D. Populations choose from among 
eight different food groups, a subset of the thirty-one food 
groups of the U.S.D.A. study. Budget and calorie con¬ 
straints reflect the fact that the eight foods are the most 
popular foods and make up about half the budget and one- 
third the normal calorie intake of each population. Problem 
1 is unique in that it has the same utility function for all 
four populations and no less than calorie constraint. 
Problem 2 adds different utility functions for each popu¬ 
lation, as in the additive form of the U.S.D.A. study. 
Problem 3 adds the less than calorie constraint. Problem 4> 
called the society suboptimization, is presented fully in a 
later section. It features costs equal to 80 percent of the 
prices in the U.S.D.A. study and a tighter Kuhn-Tucker 
criterion. Problem 5 has less homogeneous ratios of budget 
to caloric requirement, brought about by artificial in- 
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creases in Plan B, Plan C, and Plan D budgets. And problem 
6 is the same as problem 4, but with both calorie con¬ 
straints adjusted to be nonbinding. Each problem was 
started from ten initial price guesses, one in each limb of 
the pseudofeasible region and two near the origin. 
Problem 7, the only problem in the second group, is 
called the basic four simulation, and is the other problem 
fully presented. It simulates the whole diet of two 
populations, but in four food groups. The four food groups 
(milk and dairy, cereal and grain, vegetables and fruit, and 
meat and fish) are coalesced from the U.S.D.A. data. 
However, the utility functions are arbitrarily assigned to 
simulate two populations with radically different tastes. 
This problem was started from six different price guesses, 
one in each limb of the pseudof easible region and two near 
the origin. 
Results 
There are sixty-six cases described above. Of those 
sixty-six cases, sixty-four converged to a point p which 
satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker convergence criterion. Two jammed 
and are discussed individually in the next two paragraphs. 
The first jam is problem 1 case 4 • Early in the 
testing with slabs, instead of the full nonconvex region, we 
discovered that the areas near discontinuities present some 
difficulty for the solution algorithm. These are small 
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areas of huge gradients and sharp peaks. Adding to the 
problem are tight vortices around the discontinuities, as 
shown in Figure 7. And as if this was not enough, there 
are boundaries of regions corresponding to different bases 
near the discontinuities too. In slab geometry these 
areas presented a problem because either the sequential 
line search failed to detect the vortex or the huge gra¬ 
dients confounded the convergence and zero criteria. 
However, when solving the whole problem at once, the 
algorithm can usually pass through the region of the 
discontinuity and turn the corner successfully. In problem 
1 case 4, it did not. 
The second jam is problem 6 case 4» Here, the jam 
occurred for all practical purposes at the global maximum. 
Either the case jammed in a corner or failed to detect and 
handle a zero which the criterion rejected. Because the 
convergence criteria and zero criterion are so tight, it is 
impossible to determine which is the truth from the itera¬ 
tion history printout. Therefore, the issue will be 
dropped. In any event, the Kuhn-Tucker criterion was very 
nearly satisfied. 
Considering that a proof of convergence does not yet 
exist, the Ascent Method of Feasible Directions works 
remakably well. With eight food groups and three con¬ 
straints, each iteration took about thirty seconds on an 
IBM/PC with a mathematics coprocessor. But to make the code 
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p‘ 
Figure 7. The area near a discontinuity 
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portable, the coprocessor was not used optimally. Although 
the algorithm did experience some difficulty passing near 
discontinuities, problems converged in a reasonable number 
of iterations. Cases run with the tighter convergence 
criteria almost always converged in less than forty itera¬ 
tions, and usually converged in less than twenty. 
There is one theoretical difficulty with the algo¬ 
rithm. If any given food price becomes too high during 
iterations, its demand will drop to zero and its effect on 
the gradient will disappear. In theory this food might have 
difficulty getting back into the solution. Although our 
price guesses tested this problem rather severely, in 
practice the problem has not materialized. But it is still 
a good idea to start with price guesses that are low. 
Two Test Cases 
The society suboptimization. Problem 4 is called the 
society suboptimization because it uses data directly from 
Balintfy and TajTs U.S.D.A study (1983)• Hence, the utility 
functions are based on the Department of Agriculture’s 1977- 
1978 National Food Consumption Survey. In a sense then, 
this problem replicates the behavior of a monopolist who 
suboptimizes profit on eight of the thirty-one food groups 
within a society made up of a full cross section of the food 
demands in the United States. In other words the problem 
has some real meaning. 
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The eight food groups chosen for this problem are: 
Group 1. U.S.D.A. Group 2. — high nutrition vegetables 
Group 2. U.S.D.A. Group 3. - other vegetables 
Group 3. U.S.D.A. Group 5. — vitamin C rich fruit 
Group 4. U.S.D.A. Group 6. — other fruit 
Group 5. U.S.D.A. Group 15. — milk, yogurt 
Group 6. U.S.D.A. Group 18. — lower cost red meat 
Group 7. U.S.D.A. Group 19. — higher cost red meat 
Group 8. U.S.D.A. Group 30. — sodas, punches, and ades 
In general, these are the highest per capita consumption 
food groups and make up about half the budget of the average 
person. 
A summary of input for this problem and the sources of 
this input follows, each part under its own special heading. 
General Input: 
Number of price guesses 10 
Number of populations 4 
Number of food groups 8 
Number of constraints 3 
Criteria: 
Kuhn-Tucker criterion $ .001 
Jamming criterion $ .000002 
Line search criterion $ .000002 
Shroud thickness $ .001 
Zero criterion .000002 
An explanation of the use of each of these criteria is given 
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in the comments of the program listing. These values were 
chosen mostly by some experimentation on early problems. 
However, it should be noted here that the value of the Kuhn- 
Tucker criterion must be a function of the range of profit 
in the problem. This is true because we cannot use a ratio 
test with a variable that might be zero. 
Upper Bounds: 
Group 1 price 
Group 2 price 
Group 3 price 
Group 4 price 
Group 5 price 
Group 6 price 
Group 7 price 
Group 8 price 
$ 5.00/lb 
$ 5.00/lb 
$ 5.00/lb 
$ 5.00/lb 
$ 5.00/lb 
$ 12.00/lb 
$ 14.00/lb 
$ 7.00/lb 
Upper bounds were selected to be of reasonable size but 
nonbinding. 
Population Weights: 
Plan A .4288 persons 
Plan B .3464 persons 
Plan C .1458 persons 
Plan D .0790 persons 
These are the fractions of the population in each of the 
food plans in the U.S.D.A. study. This normalization 
implies that we shall compute profit per person. 
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Food Costs: 
Food group 1 $ .3522/lb 
Food group 2 $ .3355/lb 
Food group 3 $ .3181/lb 
Food group 4 $ .2979/lb 
Food group 5 $ .1 565/lb 
Food group 6 $ .8650/lb 
Food group 7 $ i .2953/lb 
Food group 8 $ .4242/lb 
are assumed to be 80 percent 
U.S.D.A. study, weighted across plans by expenditures. 
Utility Functions: 
The utility functions are the additive form from the 
U.S.D.A. study. Therefore, Bj is a diagonal matrix. The 
preference and satiation coefficients are given in Table 3. 
Food Energy Contents: 
Food group 1 1 .28 hcal/lb 
Food group 2 1 .71 hcal/lb 
Food group 3 1.66 hcal/lb 
Food group 4 2.44 hcal/lb 
Food group 5 2.55 hcal/lb 
Food group 6 8.79 hcal/lb 
Food group 7 7.99 hcal/lb 
Food group 8 1 .02 hcal/lb 
contents are as supplied for the U. 
are not published there. 
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TABLE 3. 
Preference and Satiation Coefficients for Problem 4 
Food group (util-weeks/lb) 
Plan A 
1 .073124 
.066008 
.074694 
.060162 
.032155 
.152096 
.242626 
.186189 
Plan B 
.076766 
.071464 
.078257 
.0644U 
.032154 
.167745 
.272801 
.139815 
Plan C 
.078314 
.074982 
.076471 
.062181 
.035568 
.188149 
.299298 
.089271 
Plan D 
.084013 
.080428 
.078914 
.070775 
.037871 
.209093 
.359981 
.076615 
>i(util-weeks^/lb^) 
-.009027 
-.005344 
-.015141 
-.004649 
-.000789 
-.008673 
-.041136 
-.050570 
-.006311 
-.004976 
-.011016 
-.003883 
-.000576 
-.007192 
-.028767 
-.025495 
-.005033 
-.003848 
-.008662 
-.002367 
-.000748 
-.010226 
-.018634 
-.010352 
-.003654 
-.002720 
-.006525 
-.002854 
-.000654 
-.002768 
-.018519 
-.006218 
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Food Budgets 
Plan A 
Plan B 
Plan C 
Plan D 
$ 6.29/week 
$ 8.62/week 
$ 10.59/week 
$ 13.71/week 
The food budgets are scaled down from the U.S.D.A. study to 
the amount of money spent by each population on the eight 
chosen foods. 
Caloric Requirement and Caloric Capacity: 
Plan A 
Plan B 
Plan C 
Plan D 
requirement 
39.20 heal/week 
49.61 heal/week 
61.87 heal/week 
72.58 heal/week 
capacity 
45.08 heal/week 
57.05 heal/week 
71.15 heal/week 
83.47 heal/week 
The caloric requirement for the four populations is the 
energy obtained from these eight food groups by each plan in 
the U.S.D.A. study. The capacity was set arbitrarily 15 
percent higher. 
An input listing of this problem and its ten price 
guesses appears in Appendix B. Table 4 describes the 
output. Three features of the problem output are apparent. 
First, the monopolist cheapens his product, reduces variety, 
and charges high prices. More exactly, the monopolist takes 
most of everyone’s budget with the lowest cost per calorie 
food and barely satisfies their energy needs. He then uses 
variety to maximize his profit from the rest of each 
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TABLE 4. 
Approximate Global Maximum for Problem 4 
Tf = $ 5.2233716/person p4 = $ 1.16155/lb 
p5 = $ .40817/lb 
P7 = $ 5.95674/lb 
p8 = $ 3.17821/lb 
Food Demands 
Plan A x? = 15.37050 lbs/week milk, yogurt 
x^ = .00509 lbs/week soda, punches, ades 
Plan B = .88079 lbs/week other fruit 
xf — 18.61210 lbs/week milk, yogurt 
Plan C A = .89062 lbs/week other fruit 
xf = 23.41050 lbs/week milk, yogurt 
Plan D 
** 
= 1.12641 lbs/week other fruit 
26.56510 lbs/week milk, yogurt 
A — .26164 Ibs/week higher cost red meat 
Number of cases converging to this answer: 2 
Binding Constraints: In all four populations the budget and 
greater than calorie constraints are binding. 
budget. The extremely limited variety in this case is 
partly due to the fact that the ratio of budget to caloric 
requirement is very similar in the four groups. Other 
reasons will be discussed in the conclusion. 
Another statement is true and apparent but the 
supporting data is not presented here. From both the 
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convergence of the above case and the solution to the other 
problem which converged to the global maximum, it is clear 
that the profit maximum is very broad and flat. In other 
words there is a great deal of flexibility in the choice of 
prices by the monopolist and demands by the populations 
which will yield only small reductions in profit for the 
monopolist. 
Finally, since the revenue per person is $ 8.0128, 
which is the weighted sum of the budgets, and the profit per 
person is $ 5.2233, one more fact is apparent. The food 
monopoly is very profitable, even though the monopolist is 
required to feed everyone. 
The basic four simulation. The basic four simulation 
is so called because it coalesces twenty-nine of the 
thirty-one U.S.D.A. food groups into four groups. The 
groups are coalesced as follows. 
Group 1 milk and dairy 
U.S.D.A. Group 15 - milk, yogurt 
U.S.D.A. Group 16 - cheese 
U.S.D.A. Group 17 - cream, mixtures mostly milk 
U.S.D.A. Group 27 - fats and oils 
U.S.D.A. Group 30 - sodas, punches, and ades 
U.S,D.A. Group 31 - coffee, tea 
Group 2 cereal and grain 
U.S.D.A. Group 7 - whole grain/high fiber cereal 
U.S.D.A. Group 8 - other cereals 
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U.S.D.A. Group 9 - whole grain/high fiber meals 
U.S.D.A. Group 10 - other flour, meal, rice, pasta 
U.S.D.A. Group 11 - whole grain/ high fiber bread 
U.S.D.A. Group 12 - other bread 
U.S.D.A. Group 13 - bakery products (no bread) 
U.S.D.A. Group 14 - grain mixtures 
Group 3 vegetables and fruit 
U.S.D.A. Group 1 - potatoes 
U.S.D.A. Group 2 - high nutrition vegetables 
U.S.D.A. Group 3 - other vegetables 
U.S.D.A. Group 4 - mixtures mostly vegetables 
U.S.D.A. Group 5 - vitamin C rich fruits 
U.S.D.A. Group 6 - other fruit 
Group 4 meat, poultry, and fish 
U.S.D.A. Group 18 - lower cost red meat 
U.S.D.A. Group 19 - higher cost red meat 
U.S.D.A. Group 20 - poultry 
U.S.D.A. Group 21 - fish, shellfish 
U.S.D.A. Group 22 - bacon, sausage, luncheon meat 
U.S.D.A. Group 23 - eggs 
U.S.D.A. Group 24 - dry beans, peas, and lentils 
U.S.D.A. Group 25 - mixtures meat, poultry, fish, 
and eggs 
U.S.D.A. Group 26 - nuts, peanut butter 
Not Used 
U.S.D.A. Group 28 - sugar, sweets 
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U.S.D.A. Group 29 - seasonings 
A summary of input and sources of data follows. 
General Input: 
Number of price guesses 
Number of populations 
Number of food groups 
Number of constraints 
Criteria: 
6 
2 
4 
3 
$ .001 
$ .000002 
$ .000002 
$ .001 
.000002 
Kuhn-Tucker criterion 
Jamming criterion 
Line search criterion 
Shroud thickness 
Zero criterion 
An explanation of the use of each of these criteria is given 
in the comments of the program listing. These values were 
chosen mostly by some experimentation on early problems. 
However, it should be noted here that the value of the Kuhn- 
Tucker criterion must be a function of the range of profit 
in the problem. This is true because we cannot use a ratio 
test with a variable that might be zero. 
Upper Bounds: 
Group 1 price 
Group 2 price 
Group 3 price 
Group 4 price 
As before upper bounds 
$ 10.00/lb 
$ 10.00/lb 
$ 10.00/lb 
$ 20.00/lb 
were chosen to be reasonable but 
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nonbinding. 
Population Weights: 
Population 1 .5000 persons 
Population 2 .5000 persons 
These weights are used to see if two grossly different 
preferences can effect the monopolists tendency to reduce 
variety. Therefore, we need equal size populations. 
Food Costs: 
Food group 1 
Food group 2 
Food group 3 
Food group 4 
$ .3614/lb 
$ .5374/lb 
$ .3077/lb 
$ .9250/lb 
These costs are the Plan B prices from the U.S.D.A. study 
weighted by the Plan B quantities of consumption. The 
prices are changed to costs with multiplication by 80 
percent. 
Utility Functions: 
Table 5 presents utility functions for this problem. 
These utility functions are additive form preference and 
satiation coefficients designed to simulate the diets of a 
meat eater and a near vegetarian. The objective is to see 
if the monopolist caters to the greatly different prefer¬ 
ences of the two groups. 
TABLE 5. 
Preference and Satiation Coefficients for Problem 7 
Food 
group 
Ai 
(util-weeks/lb) 
Utility maximizing 
consumption 
Population 1 
Bi»i 
(util-weeks2/lb2) 
3.0 
2 2.0 
3 1 .0 
4 3.0 
26.25 lbs/week 
1.75 lbs/week 
1.75 Ibs/week 
5.25 lbs/week 
Population 2 
-.057742 
-.571428 
-.285714 
-.285774 
2.0 
2 3.0 
3 3.0 
4 1 .0 
17.00 lbs/week 
8.00 lbs/week 
7.00 lbs/week 
.50 lbs/week 
-.053824 
-.187500 
-.214285 
-1.000000 
Food Energy Contents: 
Food group 1 
Food group 2 
Food group 3 
Food group 4 
Calorie contents are coale 
groups by weighting with the 
of Plan B. 
Food Budgets: 
Both food budgets are : 
the food budgets of the four 
number of households in each 
4.84 hcal/lb 
14.80 hcal/lb 
2.20 hcal/lb 
8.68 hcal/lb 
iced from the thirty-one food 
food consumption in each group 
l 16.25/week, a figure which is 
U.o.D.A. plans weighted by the 
plan. 
Caloric Requirement and Caloric Capacity: 
As expected, both populations have a caloric require- 
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merit of 154 heal/week and a caloric capacity of 169 
heal/week. 154 heal/week is the requirement for Plan B in 
the U.S.D.A. study and 169 heal/week is an arbitrary 10 
percent larger. 
An input listing for this problem is given in Appendix 
includes six price guesses. Table 6 describes the 
global maximum for this problem. 
TABLE 6. 
Approximate Global Maximum for Problem 7 
~tT- $ io.657596/person —
t 
11 -ee
- 
4.24405/lb 
P2 = $ 1.56069/lb 
p3 = $ 4.46234/lb 
Food Demands 
Population 1 = .00279 lbs/week milk and dairy 
X? 
0
 
ir\ 
O
 • 
O
 
II lbs/week cereal and grain 
Population 2 x% II _1
 
O
 
. O
 
O
 
O
 
lbs/week cereal and grain 
x| = .00246 lbs/week vegetables and 
fruit 
Number of cases converging to this answer: 6 
Binding Constraints : In both populations the budget and 
greater than calorie constraints are binding. 
As a note to end this chapter, the same three features 
appear in the basic four simulation that appear in the 
society suboptimization. The monopolist cheapens his 
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product, reduces variety, and charges high prices; the 
global maximum is very broad; and the monopoly is very 
profitable. In addition, we find that the monopolist does 
not serve the difference in tastes between the two popula¬ 
tions. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
In formulating a conclusion to this research, it is 
necessary to remember our objectives. At the beginning of 
the study, we decided that we wanted an algorithm which 
would solve both the optimal pricing and equilibrium 
problems for a food monopoly and which could be extended 
eventually to solve the same problems in an oligopoly. The 
algorithm derived and tested for simple monopoly problems on 
an IBM/PC will be practical for more complex problems on a 
much faster mainframe. Therefore, we have satisfied our 
first objective. And to extend the optimal pricing model to 
an oligopoly, all we need is a partly empirical model to 
distribute demand from the subproblems to the oligopolists. 
Since we already have the mechanics to solve firm profit 
maximization, we can cycle through the firms to find 
equilibrium (Gabay and Moulin 1980). Essentially then, we 
have reached both objectives. 
The only shortcoming of our algorithm is that we have 
not proved convergence to a Kuhn-Tucker point. This is a 
small problem because we have an equally good measure of 
convergence called the Kuhn-Tucker criterion, which can tell 
whether or not the solution is near a Kuhn-Tucker point. 
And remember that sixty-four out of sixty-six test cases 
converged to a point which satisfies the Kuhn-Tucker 
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convergence criterion. In other words, jams are rare. 
In addition to developing an algorithm, we learned a 
little bit about a food monopolist. In all problems, a 
monopolist cheapened his product, reduced variety, and 
charged high prices. But it must be remembered that our 
monopolist is assumed to maximize profits subject to the 
constraint that no group goes hungry. This myopic view of a 
monopolist ignores the possibility of multiple objectives, 
but is consistent with the usual economic practices. The 
kind of price discrimination practiced by the monopolist 
leaves the poorest population with an unpalatable diet 
because of (1.) absence of other monopolistic objectives, 
(2.) absence of other constraints of a nutritious diet, 
and (3.) absence of competition. 
Based on the encouraging results of the present 
study, it is suggested that the research should continue. 
The next two steps will be to develop the oligopoly model 
and to upload the monopoly model to the mainframe on 
which it will be run. In developing the oligopoly model, it 
will be necessary to create, evaluate, and estimate a model 
to represent distribution of food demands to the several 
oligopolists. This may be a difficult task because as yet 
we have no idea what the missing part is like. It is quite 
a bit simpler to upload the monopoly model to a mainframe 
where it can run more complicated problems. Then it will be 
possible to make a full evaluation of the behavior of a 
78 
monopolist using the thirty-one food groups of the 
U.S.D.A. research (Balintfy and Taj 1983) and the three 
constraints suggested here. The program is already scaled 
to handle a problem this large. 
As yet, we have not given much thought to the ultimate 
direction of the master plan. The first motivations for 
this project were to advance methodology in economics and to 
begin development of a pricing algorithm for a supermarket. 
But whether the methods will finally result in a tool for 
use in a supermarket pricing decision support system; a 
model for predicting, evaluating, or regulating a food 
oligopoly; or merely an improved representation in the 
development of economics is uncertain. We cannot see that 
far in the future. One thing is certain: we have started 
something a little bit different, and intend to continue 
onward. 
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THIS IS THE MAIN CONTROLLING PROGRAM FOR DETERMINING PROFIT MAXIMUM 
PRICES AND DEMANDS IN A SUPERMARKET MONOPOLY. FOOD DEMANDS ARE 
BASED ON THE METHODS OF BALINTFY AND TAJ SOLVED BY A MODIFICATION 
OF CACM ALGORITHM 431. PROFIT MAXIMIZATION FOR THE FIRM IS DONE 
BY ROBINSONS ASCENT METHOD OF FEASIBLE DIRECTIONS WITH VARIATIONS 
DESCRIBED IN THE SUBROUTINES. 
SINCE THIS PROGRAM IS COMPLETE IN ALL RESPECTS, IT CAN BE 
RUN AS IT IS WITHOUT ANY ADDITIONAL MODIFICATION OR 
INSTRUCTION. IN SUCH CASE FOLLOW THE INPUT FORMAT AS GIVEN. 
THE QUADRATIC PROGRAM CALCULATES OPTIMA AFTER CHANGES 
ARE MADE TO THE FIRST ROW IN THE COEFFICIENT MATRIX. FOR AN 
EXPLANATION OF THE METHOD SEE DOCTORAL DISSERTATION. 
THE SUBPROGRAM SOLVES LINEAR AND QUADRATIC PROGRAMMING 
PROBLEMS IN THE FORM W«MSZ+Q, W*Z«0, W AND Z NONNEGATIVE 
BY LEMKE/S ALGORITHM. 
THE MAIN PROGRAM CALLS SIX PRINCIPAL SUBROUTINES WHICH CONTROL 
THE SIX PRINCIPAL ASPECTS OF A NONLINEAR PROGRAM. 
SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
SUBROUTINE 
INPUT WHICH CONTROLS READING THE GENERAL INPUT 
INIT WHICH READS INITIAL GEUSS AND INITIALIZES EACH 
PROBLEM 
LOMAC WHICH TESTS FOR A LOCAL MAXIMUM CANDIDATE 
DIRECT WHICH ACCEPTS DIRECTION AND FINLS MAXIMUM 
DISTANCE 
SEARCH WHICH DOES LINE SEARCH AND JAMMING TEST 
FINISH WHICH TERMINATES THE PROBLEM AND PRINTS OUTPUT 
43 
46 
47 
48 
49 
30 
31 
52 
53 
54 
33 
36 
37 
58 
59 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
EACH SUBROUTINE CALLS OTHER SUBROUTINES AND A COMMENT BLOCK 
DESCRIBES EACH SUBROUTINE. 
REALS8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REALS8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL«8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,EL0N6,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2, A, NE1, NE2, IR, MBASIS, DWZDPK, IZR, I TERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P, DP, BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q<33.4), B<33,33,4>, A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(35), Q0(33,4), T(33> 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(35), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(35), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(35) 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PARAMETERS IN COMMON 
AM 
LI 
B 
A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE 
ELEMENTS OF MATRIX M 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY CONTAINING THE 
ELEMENTS OF VECTOR Q 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE INDICATING THE NUMBER OF 
ITERATIONS TAKEN FOR EACH SUBPROBLEM 
A TWO DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE INVERSE OF THE CURRENT BASIS 
86 
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60 C 
61 C 
NL1 
62 C NE1 
63 C 
64 C 
NL2 
65 C NE2 
66 C 
67 C 
68 C 
A 
69 C 
70 C 
71 C 
72 C 
IR 
73 C 
74 C 
73 C 
76 C 
77 C 
MBASIS 
78 C 
79 C 
80 C 
81 C 
I TERM 
82 C 
83 C 
84 C 
R 
83 C 
86 C 
ETAR 
87 C 
88 C 
ETAC 
89 C 
90 C 
00 
91 C 
92 C 
JP 
93 C T 
94 C 
93 C 
IP 
96 C 
97 C 
IRC 
98 C 
99 C 
TOL 
100 c 
101 c 
P 
102 C 
103 C 
DP 
104 C 
103 C 
BLAM 
106 C 
107 C 
BLAMAX 
108 C 
109 C 
X 
110 C 
111 C 
BLONG 
112 C 
113 C 
EPS2 
114 C WEIGH 
115 C 
116 C 
C 
117 C PIV 
118 C IT 
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AN INTEGER VARIABLE TAKING VALUE 1 OR 2 DEPEND¬ 
ING ON WHETHER VARIABLE W OR Z LEAVES THE BASIS 
SIMILAR TO NL1 BUT INDICATES VARIABLE ENTERING 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE INDICATION WHAT COMPONENT 
OF W OR Z VARIABLE LEAVES THE BASIS 
SIMILAR TO NL2 BUT INDICATES VARIABLE ENTERING 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY CONTAINING THE 
ELEMENTS OF THE TRANSFORMED COLUMN THAT IS 
ENTERING THE BASIS 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE DENOTING THE PIVOT ROW AT 
EACH ITERATION. ALSO USED TO INDICATE TERMINA¬ 
TION OF A SUBPROBLEM BY GIVING IT A VALUE OF lOOO 
OR 2000 DEPENDING ON THE KIND OF TERMINATION 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY-INDICATOR FOR THE 
BASIC VARIABLES. TWO INDICATORS ARE USED FOR 
EACH BASIC VARIABLE-ONE INDICATING WHETHER 
IT IS A W OR Z AND ANOTHER INDICATING WHAT 
COMPONENT OF W OR Z 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE WHICH STORES THE WAY IN WHICH 
ITERATIONS WERE COMPLETED AND WHETHER OR NOT THE 
PROBLEM SHOULD BE COMPLETELY REINITIALIZED IF THERE 
IS RAY TERMINATION 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY USED TO HOLD THE NEW 
COEFFICIENTS OF THE FIRST ROW OF THE CONSTRAINT 
MATRIX 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY WHICH STORES THE VECTOR 
OF THE SAME NAME - CHAPTER III 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY WHICH STORES THE VECTOR 
OF THE SAME NAME - CHAPTER III 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY WHICH STORES THE ORIGINAL 
RIGHT HAND SIDE, Q, FOR COMPLETE RESTART 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE WHICH STORES THE LOCATION OF THE 
N+l COLUMN IN THE BASIS MATRIX 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY USED FOR TEMPORARY STORAGE 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE WHICH TELLS HOW MANY COEFFICIENTS 
0F THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX APPEAR IN ROW N+l OF THE BASIS 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE USED TO SIGNIFY THAT A MODIFICATION 
OPTION WAS SUCCESSFUL 
A REAL VARIABLE WHICH IS A MEASURE OF ROUNDOFF ERROR 
TOLERANCE 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY WHICH CONTAINS THE CURRENT 
PRICES 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY CONTAINING THE DIRECTION 
VECTOR IN PRICES FOR THE STEP 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE LENGTH OF THE STEP AT THIS 
ITERATION 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING A FEASIBLE MAXIMUM TO THE STEP 
AT THE PRESENT ITERATION 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY CONTAINING THE TOTAL FOOD 
DEMANDS 
A REAL VARIABLE CONTAINING THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION 
LENGTH FOR THE LINE SEARCH 
A REAL VARIABLE CONTAINING THE TERMINATION CRITERION 
FOR THE LENGTH OF THE STEP 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY GIVING THE POPULATION WEIGHTS 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY CONTAINING FOOD COSTS BY 
GROUP 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE VARIABLE PROFIT AT P 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE GIVING THE OUTER ITERATION COUNTER 
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C I ZEROS 
C 
C NZEROS 
C I SOLVE 
c 
C UB 
c 
C DELPI 
C EPS3 
C ELONG 
C 
C EPS1 
c 
C DXDPK 
C 
C DWZDPK 
c 
C EPS4 
C 
c 
OPEN(3,FILE*’ ’,STATUS-'OLD*) 
OPEN <6,FILE*' ’,STATUS-'NEW’) 
C READ THE VALUE OF THE VARIABLE IPR INDICATING THE NUMBER OF 
C DIFFERENT INITIAL GUESSES TO BE SOLVED. 
READ <3, 3) IPR 
C VARIABLE NO INDICATES THE CURRENT INITIAL GUESS BEING SOLVED. 
C READ THE NUMBER OF SUBPROBLEMS, SIZE OF THE QUADRATIC MATRIX, AND 
C NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX. 
READ(3,3) NSP,NQ,NA 
3 FORMAT(312) 
N-NQ+NA 
C READ AND STORE GENERAL INPUT 
CALL INPUT<NSP,NA,NQ,N> 
NO-O 
C BEGINNING OF MAIN LOOP FOR EACH PROBLEM. 
10 NO-NO-*-1 
IF (NO. ST. IPR) SO TO 999 
C READ INITIAL GUESS AND INITIALIZE EACH PROBLEM. 
IRTERM-O 
CALL INIT(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
WRITE (6, 12) NO 
12 FORMAT(*1*,//,10X,’OUTPUT TO PROBLEM ’,12) 
C START OF NONLINEAR PROGRAM LOOP FOR ASCENT METHOD OF FEASIBLE 
C DIRECTIONS. 
C RESTART SUBPROBLEMS AND TEST FOR LOCAL MAXIMUM CANDIDATE. 
13 CALL LOMAC(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
C IRNLP IS SET TO ZERO IN INIT AND lOOO IS ADDED IF THE PRESENT 
C PRICES ARE CLOSE TO A LOCAL MAXIMUM CANDIDATE. LATER IN SEARCH 
C IT IS SET TO 2000 IF THE LINE SEARCH INDICATES JAMMING. 
IF(IRNLP.GT.O) THEN 
IF<IRNLP.EQ.2000) THEN 
IRTERM— IRTERM-*-1 
IF (IRTERM.SE.2) GO TO 30 
IRNLP—O 
ELSE 
GO TO 50 
END IF 
ELSE 
IRTERM-O 
Microsoft F0RTRAN77 V3.20 02/84 
AN INTEGER ARRAY GIVING THE LOCATIONS OF ZEROS IN THE 
BASIC VECTORS 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE GIVING THE NUMBER OF BASIC ZEROS 
AN INTEGER VARIABLE GIVING THE GROUP NUMBER OF THE SLAB 
TO BE SOLVED 
A SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED ARRAY GIVING THE UPPER BOUND ON 
EACH PRICE 
A REAL ARRAY GIVING THE GRADIENT OF THE VARIABLE PROFIT 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE SHROUD THICKNESS 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE VALUE OF THE GRADIENT DOTTED 
A UNIT DIRECTION VECTOR DP 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR A 
LOCAL MAXIMUM CANDIDATE 
A REAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF X WITH 
RESPECT TO P(K) 
A REAL ARRAY CONTAINING THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF THE 
BASIS VECTOR WITH RESPECT TO P(K) 
A REAL VARIABLE GIVING THE SIGNIFICANCE CRTIERION FOR 
Q IN TERMS OF THE LARGEST IN MAGNITUDE ELEMENT 
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END IF 
?srsj£.D,REcTioN “® finds 
CALL DIRECT (NSP.NA, NO, N) 
SUBROUTINE SEARCH DOES THE LINE SEARCH AND CHECKS FOR VERY SHALL 
STEP CEN6TH INDICATING A LIMIT PROCESS. 
CALL SEARCH (NSP.NA, NO, N> 
IRM~goItoS^ T° 2000 IF ^ STEP SI2E IS VERY snAU- 
-* p,,ints ** «lot«ch. 
GO TO 10 
RUN TERMINATION PROCESSING 
779 CLOSE (3, STATUS-* KEEP') 
CLOSE(6,STATUS-*KEEP* > 
STOP 
END 
89 
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SUBROUTINE INPUT(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
SUBROUTINE INPUT SEPARATES AND CONTROLS THE TWO SUBROUTINES 
WHICH READ INPUT FOR THE NONLINEAR PROGRAM. 
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INPUT CALLS SUBROUTINES: 
GENIN WHICH READS AND PROCESSES GENERAL INPUT AND INPUT 
SPECIFICALLY FOR THE NONLINEAR PROGRAM. 
MATRIX WHICH READS AND PROCESSES INPUT SPECIFIC TO THE 
SUBPROBLEMS. 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q,B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35.35,4), Q(35,4>, B<35,35,4>, A<35> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(35), ETAC(35), 00(35,4), T(35) 
DIMENSION P(35), DP(33), X(35), WEIGH<4), C(35), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(35) 
CALL GENIN(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
CALL MATRIX (NSP, NA, NQ, N) 
RETURN 
END 
90 
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SUBROUTINE GENIN(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
SUBROUTINE GENIN READS AND PREPARES GENERAL INPUT TO THE 
NONLINEAR PROGRAM. 
REALS8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR. ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P, DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT.DELPI 
COMMON IZERQS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(3S,33,4), 0(33,4), B<35,33,4>, A(33) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33> 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4>, C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(3S), DXDPK(33) 
19 C READ 
20 C EPS1 
21 C 
C 
C EPS2 
C 
c 
C BLONG 
IN 4 SMALL CONVERGENCE CRITERIA. 
15 THE CONVERGENCE CRITERION FOR THE DIRECTION FINDING 
PROBLEM. IF DELPI*DP IS LESS THAN EPS1, P IS CONSIDERED 
TO BE A K-T POINT. 
IS THE JAMMING CRITERION. IF THE DISTANCE STEPPED IN THE 
DIRECTION DP IS LESS THAN EPS2 THE ITERATIONS ARE 
CONSIDERED TO HAVE JAMMED. 
IS_T>5_LENGTH 0F UNCERTAINTY ALLOWED IN THE LINE SEARCH. 
E IS THE THICKNESS OF THE SHROUD AROUND THE INFEASIBLE BLOCK. 
C EPS4 IS THE CRITERION FOR EVALUATING BASIC VARIABLES. IF THE 
C TESTED VARIABLE IS LESS THAN MAX(BASIC VARIABLES)*EPS4, 
C IT IS CONSIDERED TO BE ZERO IN THE DEGENERACY TEST. 
READ(3,10) EPS!,EPS2,BLONG,EPS3,EPS4 
10 FORMAT(7F10.3) 
C READ UPPER BOUNDS ON EACH OF THE PRICES. 
READ(3,10) (UB(I),1*1,NQ) 
C READ POPULATION WEIGHTS FOR EACH POPULATION. 
READ(3,10) (WEIGH(I),1*1,NSP) 
C READ PRODUCT COSTS. 
READ(3,10) (C(I),I-1,NQ) 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MATRIX (NSP, NA. NQ, N) 
PURPOSE - TO INITIALIZE AND READ IN THE VARIOUS INPUT DATA FOR 
THE SUBPROBLEMS. 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC. QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q,B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q<35,4>, B<33,33,4>, A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS(70,4> 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), Q0(35,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4>, C(33), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
READ THE ELEMENTS OF M MATRICES IN TWO STAGES THEN PLACE OTHERS 
DO 23 NS-1, NSP 
SET ALL ELEMENTS TO 0.0 
THEN, READ QUADRATIC MATRIX ELEMENT BY ELEMENT 
DO 1 I — 1,N 
DO 1 J—l,N 
1 AM(I,J,NS)—0.0 
33 READ(5,8) I,J,AM(I,J,NS) 
8 FORMAT (12,IX,I2,2X,F10.5) 
IF (I.LT.NQ.OR.J.LT.NQ) GO TO 33 
NN-NO+l 
THEN READ CONSTRAINT MATRIX ROW BY ROW 
DO 11 I—NN,N 
11 READ(3,2) (AM(I,J,NS),J—1,NQ) 
2 FORMAT (7F10.5) 
TRANSPOSE CONSTRAINT MATRIX TO INCLUDE IN M 
DO 111 J—NN,N 
DO 111 I—1,NQ 
111 AM ( I , J , NS ) —AM (J , I, NS ) 
READ THE ELEMENTS OF THE VECTOR Q IN TWO STAGES 
FIRST, READ THE VECTOR A OF THE QUADRATIC FORM. 
READ (5, 2) (Q (I, NS) , I —1, NQ) 
THEN READ THE RIGHT HAND SIDE CONSTANTS OF THE CONSTRAINTS 
READ (3,2) (Q (I, NS) , I—NN, N) 
CHANGE THE SIGNS TO BRING INTO THE CORRECT FORM 
DO 22 J—1,NQ 
DO 22 I — 1, NQ 
22 AM ( I , J , NS) —AM (I, J , NS) 
DO 222 I—1,N 
SAVE THE ORIGINAL Q VECTOR FOR FUTURE USE 
QO ( I, NS ) —Q ( I , NS) 
222 Q ( I, NS ) ——Q (I , NS) 
23 CONTINUE 
CHECK ADDITIONAL LESS THAN CONSTRAINTS TO SEE THAT THEY DON'T 
CROSS THE GREATER THAN CALORIE CONSTRAINT 
IF(N.6E.NQ+3) THEN 
DO 33 NS-l,NSP 
DO 35 I—NQ+3,N 
DO 35 J—1,NQ 
IF (Q (I , NS) / AM (I, J , NS) . GT. Q <NQ-*-2, NS) /AM (NQ+2, J, NS) ) THEN 
K=I—NQ 
92 
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33 
WRITE (6, 30) K, NS 
FORMAT(’1',10X,’CONSTRAINT 
CROSSES THE GT CALORIE 
CLOSE(5,STATUS*’KEEP *) 
CLOSE(6,STATUS*’KEEP’) 
STOP 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
20:10:34 
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’,12,’ IN SUBPROBLEM ’ 12, 
CONSTRAINT.’) 
END IF 
IN InoR?Ti£N l’ BASIS inverse IS AN IDENTITY MATRIX DO 6 NS* 1, NSP nwirciA 
DO 5 J»1,N 
DO 4 1*1,N 
IF (I.EQ.J) GO TO 3 
B(I,J,NS)*0.O 
GO TO 4 
3 B(I,J,NS)*1.0 
4 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
93 
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SUBROUTINE INIT INITIALIZES EACH PROBLEM FOR SOLUTION BY 
METHODS OF NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING. 
REALS8 T1 
REAL*8 AM,Q,B,A,DWZDPK.R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,T,TOL 
REAL*8 P, DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL<8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NLl,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG, EPS2 , WE IGH , C , PIV , IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPSl,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q<35,4>, B<33,33,4>, A<33) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(33) 
IT-O 
IRNLP*0 
READ NUMBER OF PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED. 
READ(3,10) ISOLVE 
lO FORMAT(12) 
23 C READ INPUT PRICE GUESS FOR THIS PROBLEM. 
26 READ(3,20) (P(I),I-l,NQ) 
27 20 FORMAT(7F10.3) 
28 C TEST INPUT PRICE GUESS TO BE SURE IT IS PSEUDOFEASIBLE 
29 DO 30 1*1,NQ 
1 30 IF(P(I).LT.O.O.OR.P(I).GT.UB(I)) GO TO 100 
1 31 30 CONTINUE 
32 DO 73 NS-1,NSP 
1 33 DO 60 1*1,NO 
2 34 T1*AM (NQ+2, I, NS) tOO (NQ-*-1, NS) / (-Q0(NQ+2.NS) ) 
2 33 IF(P(I).LE.Tl—EPS3) GO TO 73 
2 36 60 CONTINUE 
1 37 GO TO 100 
1 38 73 CONTINUE 
39 RETURN 
40 lOO WRITE(6,110) ISOLVE 
41 110 FORMAT( ' 1',10X,* INITIAL PRICE GUESS NOT FEASIBLE 
42 X : ,12,*.') 
43 CLOSE(5,STATUS*'KEEP') 
44 CLOSE(6,STATUS*'KEEP’) 
43 STOP 
46 END 
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SUBROUTINE LOMAC(NSP.NA.NQ,N) 
SUBROUTINE LOMAC RESTARTS THE SUBPROBLEMS AND CALCULATES THE 
VARIABLE PROFIT. THEN LOMAC CALCULATES THE DIRECTION VECTOR OF 
THE VARIABLE PROFIT AND TESTS FOR A LOCAL MAXIMUM CANDIDATE. 
LOMAC CALLS SUBROUTINES: 
VALUE1 WHICH CALCULATES THE VALUE OF VARIABLE PROFIT. 
GRADPI WHICH CALCULATES THE GRADIENT OF THE VARIABLE PROFIT. 
SETUP WHICH PREPARES THE DIRECTION FINDING PROBLEM. 
LINEAR WHICH SOLVES THE DIRECTION FINDING FINDING PROBLEM. 
NEWBAS WHICH PREPARES FOR A PIVOT OPERATION. 
PIVOT WHICH PERFORMS A PIVOT OPERATION IN REVISED SIMPLEX. 
REAL*8 DSMALL,OBJECT,SOL,CONST,OBMAX. BIG , T1,QAMAX,QATOL,AMAX 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, 00, T, TOL 
REAL * 8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q« B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,OO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON I ZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B(33,33,4>, A(33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(35>, X(35), WEI6H(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(J3) 
DIMENSION OBJECT(73,6), SOL(71), CONST(6), NF(4), ICON(6) 
DIMENSION IROW(73), IC0L(6), NCODE(73,2) 
C 
NN-NO+1 
C SETUP NEW M MATRICES 
DO 10 NS*1,NSP 
DO 10 1*1,NO 
AM (NN, I , NS) ■—P (I ) 
AM ( I, NN, NS) *P ( I ) 
10 CONTINUE 
CALL VALUE1(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
IT-IT+1 
C PRINT VALUES AT THE START OF EACH NONLINEAR ITERATION 
WRITE(6,20) IT 
20 FORMAT(//,10X,’OUTPUT FOR ITERATION NO. ’,14,/) 
WRITE(6,30) PIV 
30 FORMAT(13X,’PROFIT » ’1PD15.7) 
WRITE(6,40) (I,P(I),1=1,NQ) 
40 FORMAT(17X,’PRICE(’,12,’) * ’,F15.5) 
C TEST FOR 0.0 VALUES OF THE BASIC VARIABLES INDICATING THE 
C POSSIBILITY OF BASIS REGION BOUNDARIES OR INTERNAL MINIMA. 
NZEROS-O 
QAMAX-0.0 
DO 42 NS*1,NSP 
DO 42 1*1,N 
IF(ABS(Q(I,NS)).GT.QAMAX) OAMAX-ABS(Q(I,NS)) 
42 CONTINUE 
QATOL-EPS4*QAMAX 
DO 50 NS*1,NSP 
DO 50 1*1,N 
IF<Q(I,NS).LE.QATOL.AND.MBASIS(I,NS).NE.3) THEN 
NZER0S=NZER0S+1 
95 
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2 60 IF(NZEROS.6T.4) THEN 
2 61 WRITE (6,45) 
2 62 45 FORMAT(/,10X,* THIS POINT HAS MORE THAN 4 SIMULTANEOUS 
2 63 X , ’ ZEROS*) .4. 64 CLOSE <5,STATUS** KEEP*) 
2 63 CLOSE(6,STATUS*’KEEP*) 
2 66 STOP 
2 67 END IF 
2 68 I ZEROS(NZEROS,1)*NS 
2 69 I ZEROS(NZEROS,2)*I 
2 70 END IF 
2 71 50 CONTINUE 
72 WRITE(6,33) NZEROS 
73 33 FORMAT!/,1OX,* THE NUMBER OF ZEROS IS ',12) 
74 C SOLVE FOR PROJECTED GRADIENT IF NO DEGENERACY - WHOLE PROBLEM 
73 IF(NZEROS.GT.O) GO TO 100 
76 CALL GRADPI(NSP,NA,NQ,N) 
77 DO 60 1*1,NQ 
1 78 IF(P(I).L£.0.0.AND.DELPI(I).LT.0.0) DELPI(I)*0.0 
1 79 IF(P(I).GE.UB(I).AND.DELPI(I).GT.O.O) DELPI(I)-O.O 
1 80 60 CONTINUE 
81 DO 73 NS* 1, NSP 
1 82 IDROP-O 
1 83 DSMALL*1.OE+38 
1 84 DO 63 1*1,NQ 
2 83 Tl*AM(NO+2,I,NS)*00(NN,NS)/(—QO(NQ+2,NS)) 
2 86 IF(P(I).LT.T1—EPS3) GO TO 73 
2 87 IF(P(I).LT.Tl—•99*EPS3) THEN 
2 88 IF(DELPI(I).LT.O.O) GO TO 73 
2 89 IF(DELPI(I).LT.DSMALL) THEN 
2 90 IDROP-I 
2 91 DSMALL-DELPI(I) 
2 92 ENDIF 
93 END IF 
2 94 65 CONTINUE 
1 93 IF(IDROP.EQ.0) THEN 
1 96 WRITE(6,70) 
1 97 70 FORMAT!/,10X,'PRICE VECTOR FAILS FEASIBILITY TEST.*) 
1 98 CLOSE < 3,STATUS-* KEEP *) 
1 99 CLOSE(6,STATUS-* KEEP*) 
1 lOO STOP 
1 101 ELSE 
1 102 DELPI(IDROP)—O.0 
1 103 ENDIF 
1 104 73 CONTINUE 
103 C FIND LENGTH OF THE PROJECTED GRADIENT AND DP 
106 ELONG—O.0 
107 DO 80 1*1,NQ 
1 108 80 ELONG-ELONG+DELPI(I)*DELPI(I) 
109 BIG—SORT(ELONG) 
HO IF(BIG.LE.0.0) GO TO 900 
111 DO 90 I—1,NQ 
1 112 90 DP(I)-DELPI(I)/BIG 
113 GO TO 900 
114 c FIND THE MOST INCREASING FEASIBLE DIRECTION AMONG THE REGIONS 
115 c IF NZEROS IS GREATER THAN ZERO 
116 100 CONTINUE 
117 BIG=0.0 
118 DO 250 1*1,2 
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IF(N2ER0S.LT.1) GO TO 250 
NS—I ZEROS (1,1) 
IR—IZEROS (1,2) 
L-N+IR 
Microsoft F0RTRAN77 
IF(MBASIS (IR ,NS).NE.I) THEN 
IF(I.EQ.l) NL1-2 
IF (I . EQ. 2) NL1-1 
NL2—MBASIS (L,NS) 
CALL NEWBAS (NS, NA, NQ, N) 
AMAX-O.O 
DO 105 K»I,N 
IF(ABS(A <K)).GT.AMAX) AMAX—ABS(A(K)) 
105 CONTINUE 
TQL-AMAX*2.O**(-41) 
IF (ABS (A < IR) ) . LE. TOL) GO TO 250 
CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
ENDIF 
110 CONTINUE 
DO 249 11-1,2 
IF(NZEROS.LT.2) THEN 
IF(II.LT.2) GO TO 249 
GO TO 120 
ENDIF 
NS-IZEROS(2,1) 
IR—IZEROS(2,2) 
L-N+IR 
IF(MBASIS(IR,NS).NE.II) THEN 
IF(II.EQ.1) NL1-2 
IF(II.EQ.2) NL1—1 
NL2—MBASIS(L,NS) 
CALL NEWBAS (NS, NA, NO, N) 
AMAX-O.O 
DO 115 K—1,N 
IF(ABS(A(K)).GT.AMAX) AMAX-ABS(A(K)) 
115 CONTINUE 
TOL—AMAXS2.Ot»(-41) 
IF (ABS (A (IR) ) . LE. TOL) GO TO 249 
CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
ENDIF 
120 CONTINUE 
DO 248 111-1,2 
IF(NZEROS.LT.3) THEN 
IF(III.LT.2) GO TO 248 
GO TO 130 
ENDIF 
NS—I ZEROS(3,1) 
IR—IZEROS(3,2) 
L-N+IR 
IF(MBASIS(IR,NS).NE.Ill) THEN 
IF(III.EQ.l) NL1-2 
IF(III.EQ.2) NL1-1 
NL2—MBASIS(L,NS) 
CALL NEWBAS (NS, NA, NO, N) 
AMAX-O.O 
DO 125 K-l.N 
IF(ABS(A(K)).GT.AMAX) AMAX-ABS(A(K)) 
CONTINUE 
TOL-AMAXt2.0*t(-41) 
IF(ABS(A(IR)).LE.TOL) GO TO 248 
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AMAX*ABS(A(K)) 
CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
END IF 
130 CONTINUE 
DO 247 1111*1,2 
IF(NZEROS.LT.4) THEN 
IF (1111. LT. 2) GO TO 247 
GO TO 140 
END IF 
NS*IZEROS(4,1) 
IR-IZEROS(4,2) 
L-N+IR 
IF (MBASIS ( IR, NS) . NE. 1111) THEN 
IF(1111.EQ.1) NL1-2 
IF(IIII.EQ.2) NL1-1 
NL2-MBASIS(L,NS> 
CALL NEWBAS(NS,NA,NQ,N) 
AMAX-O.O 
DO 133 K*1,N 
IF(ABS <A <K)).GT.AMAX) 
133 CONTINUE 
T0L*AMAXS2.Ot«(-41) 
IF(ABS(A(IR)).LE.TOL) GO TO 247 
CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
END IF 
CONTINUE 
IS THE BEGINNING OF THE MAIN PART OF THE LOOP. 
CALL GRADPI(NSP,NA,NQ,N> 
CALL SETUP (NSP, NA, NQ, N, OBJECT, 73, 6, NVAR, NCODE, NZLEFT) 
CALL LINEAR(OBJECT,73,6,NVAR,1,NZLEFT,O.OBMAX,SOL,71, 
CONST,ICON,NF,IRON,NCON,ICOL) 
FOR UNUSUAL CONDITIONS IN LP TERMINATION 
IF (NF (2) . GT. O) GO TO 247 
IF (NF (1) . GT. 0) THEN 
WRITE (6, 143) 
FORMAT(1OX,'SOLUTION OF LP PROBLEM AT INFINITY') 
CLOSE(3,STATUS*’KEEP') 
CLOSE(6,STATUS*'KEEP') 
STOP 
ENDIF 
FIND THE LENGTH OF THE SOLUTION VECTOR. 
ELONG-O.O 
DO 130 J-l,NVAR 
150 ELONG—ELONG+SOL(J)SSOL(J) 
IF (ELONG. LE. 0.0) GO TO 247 
EL0N6-SQRT(ELONG) 
COMPARE THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION TO FIND OUT IF IT YIELDS A MORE 
INCREASING DIRECTION, AND IF IT DOES SUBSTITUTE IT INTO DP. 
OBMAX—0BMAX/EL0N6 
IF(OBMAX.GT.BIG) THEN 
BIG-OBMAX 
DO 160 J«1,NQ 
160 DP(J)*0.0 
DO 173 J«1,NVAR 
IF(NCODE(J,2).EQ.1) 
X /ELONG 
IF(NCODE(J,2).EQ.2) 
X /ELONG 
173 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
140 
THIS 
X 
TEST 
143 
DP(NCODE(J,1))*DP(NCODE(J,1))+SOL(J) 
DP(NCODE(J,1))*DP(NCODE(J,1))-SOL(J) 
98 
0 Lin*# 1 7 
4 237 247 CONTINUE 
3 238 248 CONTINUE 
2 239 249 CONTINUE 
1 240 250 CONTINUE 
241 C CHECK FOR THE APPROACH OF 
242 900 IF(BIG.LE.EPS1) IRNLP 
243 ELONG=BIG 
244 WRITE(6,920) BIG 
245 920 FORMAT <1OX,•THE VALUE 
246 RETURN 
247 END 
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1 SUBROUTINE VALUE1(NSP, NA, NO. N) 
C SUBROUTINE VALUE1 RESTARTS THE SUBPROBLEMS AND CALCULATES A VALUE 
C FOR THE VARIABLE PROFIT GIVEN THE PRICES IN ARRAY P. IT RETURNS 
C THE PROFIT THROUGH THE COMMON VARIABLE PIV TO LOMAC. IN ADDITION 
C VALUE1 PREPARES THE BASIS VECTORS FOR USE BY OTHER SUBROUTINES. 
C 
C VALUE1 CALLS SUBROUTINES* 
REINIT WHICH PREPARES A TOTAL RESTART FOR EACH SUBPROBLEM. 
NEWBAS WHICH FINDS THE NEW BASIS COLUMN TO ENTER IN TERMS 
OF THE CURRENT BASIS. 
SORT WHICH FINDS THE PIVOT ROW FOR THE NEXT ITERATION. 
PIVOT WHICH PERFORMS A PIVOT IN REVISED SIMPLEX. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 
26 
27 C 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
REAL98 AM,Q,B,A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REALt8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2, A, NE1, NE2, IR, MBASIS, DWZDPK, IZR, I TERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B<33,33,4), A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH<4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
NS-O 
DO 10 1*1,NO 
10 X(I>-0.0 
20 NS-NS+1 
IF(NS.GT.NSP) GO TO 100 
33 C IR EOUAL TO lOOO OR 2000 INDICATES PROBLEM SOLVED. 
34 C BEGIN WITH A TOTAL RESTART. 
33 CALL REINIT(NS,N) 
36 IF(IR.EQ.lOOO) GO TO 20 
37 23 CALL NEWBAS (NS, NA, NO, N) 
38 IF(IR.EQ.lOOO) GO TO 20 
39 CALL SORT (NS, NA, NQ, N) 
40 IF(IR.EQ.lOOO) THEN 
41 WRITE (6, 30) NS 
42 30 FORMAT(//,10X,’SUBPROE 
43 CLOSE(3,STATUS-’KEEP’) 
44 CLOSE(6,STATUS-’KEEP') 
43 STOP 
46 END IF 
47 IF(IR.EQ.2000) GO TO 20 
48 CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
49 GO TO 23 
30 C CALCULATION OF PROFIT FOR COMMON USE AND USE BY LOMAC, CAN USE ANY 
31 C FORMULA. 
32 lOO PIV-O.O 
33 DO HO 1*1,NO 
34 llO PIV*PIV-MP(I)-C(I) )*X(I) 
33 RETURN 
36 END 
D 
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1 
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3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
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SUBROUTINE GRADPI(NSP.NA.NO.N) ^ F0RTRAN77 V3.20 02/84 
SUBROUTINE GRADPI CALCULATES THE GRADIENT OF THE VARIABLE PROFIT 
VECTOR DELPI. IT IS USED EITHER AS A DIRECTION VECTOR IN 
THE EVENT OF NO DEGENERACY OR AS THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 
COEFFICIENTS IN TKE CASE OF BASIC VARIABLES EQUAL TO ZERO. 
SUBROUTINE GRADPI IS SELF CONTAINED. 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BL0NG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REALt8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q,B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1.IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35,35,4), 0(33,4), B(33,33,4), A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
DO 900 K-1,NQ 
DO 3 1-1, NO 
3 DXDPK(I)-0.0 
DO lOO NS-1,NSP 
DO 10 I«1,N 
10 DWZDPK(I)*0.O 
DO 30 J»1,N 
L-N+J 
IF(MBASIS(J,NS).EQ.2.AND.MBASIS(L,NS).EQ-K) THEN 
DO 20 1-1,N 
20 DWZDPK(I)«DWZDPK(I)-B(I,NCH-1.NS)*Q(J,NS) 
END IF 
IF (MBASIS(J,NS) .EQ.2. AND.MBASIS (L, NS). EQ.NQ+1) THEN 
DO 30 1*1,N 
30 DWZDPK(I)-DWZDPK (I)«-B(I,K,NS) tO(J.NS) 
ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 
DO 60 J—1,N 
L-N+J 
IF (MBASIS(J,NS).EQ.2.AND.MBASIS(L,NS).LE.NO) THEN 
I—MBASIS(L,NS) 
DXDPK(I)—DXDPK(I)+WEIGH(NS)*DWZDPK(J) 
ENDIF 
60 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
C THIS IS THE FORMULATION OF THE GRADIENT; ANY FORM OF PROFIT 
C GRADIENT USING THE VALUES OF X(K) AND DX/DP(K) IS USABLE. 
DELPI (K> —X (K) 
DO 200 1-1,NO 
200 DELPI(K)-DELPI(K)+(P(I)-C(I))tDXDPK(I) 
900 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
101 
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SUBROUTINE SETUP(NSP,NA,NQ.N,OBJECT,11,JJ,NVAR.NCODE.NLEFT) 
C SUBROUTINE SETUP PREPARES INPUT IN TABLEAU FORM FOR THE DIRECTION 
C FINDING PROBLEM OF THIS REGION. THE DIRECTION FINDING PROBLEM 
C WILL BE SOLVED BY THE LINEAR LP SUBROUTINE TO PRODUCE A DIRECTION 
C VECTOR. 
REALS8 OBJECT,QAMAX, T1,DSMALL 
REAL18 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, 00, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAHAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q,B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM<33,33,4), Q<33,4), B<33,33,4>, A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS<70,4> 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP<33), X(33), WEIGH<4), C<33), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZER0S(4,2), UB<33), DXDPK(33) 
DIMENSION OBJECT(II,JJ), NCODE(II,2) 
DO 10 I-l,II 
DO 10 J«1,JJ 
10 OBJECT(I,J)-O.o 
C SET UP INITIAL VARIABLE CODING 
NVAR-2SNQ 
DO 20 I-l,NO 
K«2tl 
NCODE(K-l,1)«I 
NCODE<K-1,2)-l 
NCODE(K,1>-I 
NCODE(K,2)*2 
20 CONTINUE 
34 C REMOVE VARIABLES CORRESPONDING TO BINDING CONSTRAINTS FULL 
33 C PROBLEM TECHNOLOGY. 
36 DO 50 I«1,NQ 
1 37 IF(P(I).LE.0.0) NCODE(2tI,1)*0 
1 38 IF(P<I).GE.UB(I)) NCODE(2SI—1,1)=0 
1 39 30 CONTINUE 
40 DO 70 NS-1, NSP 
1 41 IDROP-O 
1 42 DSMALL—1.OE+38 
1 43 DO 60 I —1, NQ 
2 44 Tl—AM(NQ+2,I,NS)>QO(NQ+1,NS)/(-Q0(NQ+2,NS)) 
2 43 IF(P(I).LT.T1—EPS3) GO TO 70 
2 46 IF(P(I).LT.Tl—.994EPS3) THEN 
2 47 IF(DELPI(I).LT.DSMALL) THEN 
2 48 IDROP*I 
2 49 DSMALL-DELPI(I) 
2 30 END IF 
2 31 END IF 
2 32 60 CONTINUE 
1 33 IF(IDROP.EQ.0) THEN 
1 34 WRITE(6,63) 
1 33 65 FORMAT(/,1OX,'PRICE VECTOR FAILS FEASIBILITY 
1 36 CLOSE(3,STATUS-'KEEP’) 
1 57 CLOSE(6,STATUS-'KEEP’) 
1 58 STOP 
1 59 ELSE 
0 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
7 
NCODE <2*IDROP—1,1)*0 
END IF 
70 CONTINUE 
CLOSE UP NCODE ARRAY TO ELIMINATE ZEROS 
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1 = 1 
80 IF(NCODE(1,1).EQ.O) THEN 
NVAR-NVAR-1 
IF(I.GT.NVAR) GO TO 100 
DO 90 J«I,NVAR 
NCODE(J,1)-NCODE(J+1,1) 
90 NCODE(J,2)=NCODE(J+l,2) 
GO TO 80 
ELSE 
1 = 1 + 1 
IF(I.GT.NVAR) GO TO lOO 
GO TO 80 
ENDIF 
77 100 NVAR=I—1 
78 C INSERT THE GRADIENT OF THE VARIABLE PROFIT INTO THE TABLEAU. 
79 DO 120 1=1,NVAR 
BO IF(NCODE(1,2).EQ.1) OBJECT <1+1,1)=DELPI(NCODE(I,1)) 
81 IF(NCODE (1,2).EQ.2) OBJECT <1+1,1)■—DELPI(NCODE(1,1)) 
82 120 CONTINUE 
83 C INSERT NORMALIZATION CONSTRAINT. 
84 DO 130 I«1,NVAR+1 
85 130 OBJECT(I,2)=1.0 
86 C INSERT THE SUBREGION CONSTRAINTS. 
87 NLEFT—O 
88 DO 250 J=1,NZEROS 
89 NLEFT-NLEFT+l 
90 NS—I ZEROS (J, 1) 
91 I=IZER0S(J,2) 
92 QAMAX—O.0 
93 C PREPARE TEST FOR A ZERO GRADIENT. 
94 DO 150 JJJ«1,N 
95 ISO IF(ABS(Q(JJJ,NS)).GT.QAMAX) QAMAX-ABS(Q<JJJ, NS)) 
96 T0L—QAMAXS2.OSS(-41) 
97 C CALCULATE EACH COEFFICIENT. 
98 DO 220 JJJ—1,NVAR 
99 IF(JJJ.EQ.1) GO TO 175 
lOO IF(NCODE(JJJ—1,1).EQ.NCODE(JJJ,1)) THEN 
101 OBJECT(JJJ+1,NLEFT+2)—OBJECT(JJJ,NLEFT+2) 
102 GO TO 220 
103 ENDIF 
104 175 K—NCODE(JJJ,1) 
105 Tl-0.0 
106 DO 200 JJJJ—1,N 
107 L-N+JJJJ 
108 IF(MBASIS(JJJJ,NS).EQ.2.AND.MBASIS(L,NS).EQ.K) THEN 
109 Tl—Tl—B(I,NQ+1,NS)SQ(JJJJ,NS) 
110 ENDIF 
111 IF(MBASIS(JJJJ,NS).EQ.2.AND.MBASIS(L,NS).EO.NG+1) THEN 
112 Tl—Tl+B(I,K,NS)SQ(JJJJ,NS) 
113 ENDIF 
114 200 CONTINUE 
115 IF(NCODE(JJJ.2).EQ.1) OBJECT<JJJ+1,NLEFT+2)=T1 
116 IF(NCODE(JJJ,2).EQ.2) OBJECT(JJJ+1,NLEFT+2)=-Tl 
117 220 CONTINUE 
118 C TEST FOR GRADIENT =0.0 AND REJECT CONSTRAINT IF TRUE. 
103 
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1 119 00 230 JJJ«1,NVAR 
2 120 230 IF <ABS(OBJECT(JJJ+l, 1 
1 121 DO 240 JJJ«1,NVAR 
2 122 240 OBJECT < JJJ+1,NLEFT+2 
1 123 NLEFT-NLEFT-1 
1 124 230 CONTINUE 
125 RETURN 
12 6 END 
Mi cr oso-ft 
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* I'J’NV",’NLT’N6T’NEQ’0Bmx’S0L’K’c:0NST’IC0N- 
REAL * 8 A, QBMAX, SOL , CONST .BIG, ELL, TOL , AI1AX 
_ S0L<K) » CONST (J, , NF (4) , A (I, J ) f ICON(J) , IROW(I) , ICOL(J) 
C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A GENERAL LINEAR PROGRAMMING PROBLEM 
C SET UP IDENTIFICATION 1-999*VAR 1001-1999»SLACK 2001-2999»ART 
1 8 10 NF(N)*0 
9 DO 15 N-l,I 
1 10 13 IROW < N)*0 
11 DO 20 NN*1,J 
1 12 20 ICOL(NN)*0 
13 IF(NLT.EQ.O) GO TO 30 
14 DO 23 NN-2,NLT+1 
1 IS 23 ICOL (NN) —1000-*-NN—1 
16 30 CONTINUE 
17 DO 33 N-2'NVAR+l 
1 18 33 I ROW < N ) *N— 1 
19 C IF INFEASIBLE ORIGIN SETUP ARTIFICIAL 
20 ICOUNT-O 
21 IF<NGT.E0.0> GO TO 30 
22 DO 43 NN-NLT+2, NLT-M-MMGT 
1 23 IF (A < 1 f NN) . LE. 0. 0) GO TO 44 
1 24 I COUNT-1 COUNT-*-1 
1 23 A < NVAR4-1 ♦ I COUNT , NN ) — 1.0 
1 26 IRON(NVAR+1+ICOUNT)-lOOO+NN—l 
1 27 ICOL(NN)-2000+NN-l 
1 28 SO TO 43 
1 29 44 ICOL<NN)-1OOO+NN-1 
1 30 DO 1044 N-lfNVAR**»l 
2 31 1044 A (N, NN) —A (N, NN) 
1 32 43 CONTINUE 
33 30 CONTINUE 
34 C ICOUNT IS THE NUMBER OF INFEASIBILITIES 
33 DO 33 NN—2, 1 -*-NLT-*-NGT-*-NEQ 
1 36 DO 35 N—2,NVAR+1♦ICOUNT 
2 37 33 A (N, NN) —A <N. NN) 
38 C SUBTRACT A CONSTANT X ARTIFICIAL SLACK VARIABLE FROM OBJECT 
39 BIG—0.0 
40 DO 60 N—2,NVAR+1 
1 41 IF(DABS <A(N,1)).GT.BIG) BIG—DABS(A(N,1)) 
1 42 60 CONTINUE 
43 ELL-100.tBIG 
44 IF(NGT.EQ.O) GO TO 75 
43 DO 73 NN—NLT-*-2,NLT+l-*-NGT 
1 46 IF(ICOL(NN).LT.2000) GO TO 73 
1 47 DO 70 N—1,NVAR+l+ICOUNT 
2 48 70 A (N, 1) —A (N, 1) —ELL*A (N, NN) 
1 49 73 CONTINUE 
50 75 CONTINUE 
31 C SETUP ARTIFICIAL SLACK VARIABLES FOR EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS 
32 IF(NEQ.EQ.0) GO TO 120 
33 DO HO NN—NLT+NGT-*-2, NLT-*-NGT+NEQ-*-1 
1 34 DO 80 N— 1, NVAR-*-1 I COUNT 
2 53 A (N, 1) —A (N, 1) —£LL*A (N, NN) 
2 56 80 CONTINUE 
1 57 I COL (NN) — 20OO-*NN— 1 
1 58 110 CONTINUE 
59 120 CONTINUE 
D 
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BEGINNING OF LOOP, CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE, IF CONVERGED JUMP OUT 
130 CONTINUE 
DO 160 N»2, NVAR-M + ICOUNT 
IF(A(N,1).GT.O.O) GO TO 163 
160 CONTINUE 
GO TO 300 
165 CONTINUE 
PROBLEM IS NOT CONVERGED FIND MOST POSITIVE COEFFICIENT 
M—O 
BI6-O.0 
DO 170 N—2,NVAR+1♦ICOUNT 
IF(A(N,1).GT.BIG) BI6«A(N,1) 
IF(A(N,1).GE.BIG) M-N 
170 CONTINUE 
COLUMN M HAS BEEN SELECTED - CALCULATE RATIOS - CHECK CONDITIONS 
NF <1)-1 
DO 173 NW-2,NLT+N6T+NEQ-*-l 
CONST<NN)»1.OE+33 
IF(A(M,NN).NE.O.O) CONST (NN)-A ( 1, NN)/A(M,NN) 
IF(CONST(NN).LT.0.0) NF(l)-O 
IF(CONST(NN).EQ.0.0.AND.A(M,NN).LT.O.O) NF(1)-0 
173 CONTINUE 
IF(NF(1).EQ.1) RETURN 
SELECT PIVOT ROW AND INTERCHANGE 
BI6—l.OE+33 
MM-O 
DO 190 NN-2,NLT+NGT+NEQ+1 
IF(CONST(NN).GE.0.0.OR.CONST(NN).LE.BIG) 60 TO 180 
MM-NN 
BIG-CONST(NN) 
180 CONTINUE 
IF (CONST (NN) . NE. 0. O. OR. A (M, NN) . GE. 0.0) GO TO 183 
BIG—0.0 
183 CONTINUE 
190 CONTINUE 
ROW MM IS NOW THE PIVOT ROW - INTERCHANGE VARIABLES 
KROWT —IROW(M) 
I ROW (M ) — I COL (MM) 
ICOL(MM)-KROWT 
CALCULATE OFF PIVOT ELEMENTS 
DO 210 NN— l, NLT-*-NGT+NEQ+1 
IF (NN. EQ. MM) GO TO 210 
AMAX-O.O 
DO 203 N—2,NVAR+1>ICOUNT 
IF (I ROW (N) . LT. O) GO TO 203 
IF(DABS(A(N,NN)).GT.AMAX) AMAX-DABS(A(N,NN)) 
203 CONTINUE 
T0L«AMAX*2.0»*(-41) 
DO 209 N— 1, NVAR+1 -*• I COUNT 
IF (N. EQ. M. OR. IROW (N) .LT. O) GO TO 209 
A (N, NN) —A (N, NN) —A (N, MM) tA(M, NN) /A (M, MM) 
IF(DABS(A(N,NN)).LT.TOL) A(N,NN)«0.0 
209 CONTINUE 
210 CONTINUE 
CALCULATE PIVOT ELEMENTS 
A (M, MM)-1.0/A (M, MM) 
DO 220 NN— 1, NLT+NGT-*-NEQ+1 
IF(NN.NE.MM) A(M,NN)-A(M,NN)*A(M.MM) 
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119 220 CONTINUE 
120 DO 223 N-l 
121 IF(N.NE.M) 
122 CONTINUE 
123 DO 230 NN= 
124 IF < A < 1 , Nl 
123 230 CONTINUE 
126 GO TO 150 
127 C END OF LOOP - 
128 500 CONTINUE 
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1, NVAR+1 I COUNT 
A <N, MM) —A (N, MM) tOABS (A (M« MM) ) 
2,NLT-*-NGT+NEQ-*-l 
N).LT.0.0) A(1,NN) '0.0 
~ TERMINATION PROCESSING - FINAL CONDITIONS 
>4UE
129 C CHECK FOR FEASIBILITY, UNIQUENESS, AND DEGENERACY 
130 NF (2) =0 
131 DO 310 NN-2, NLT+NGT-*-NEQ+1 
132 IF(NF(2).GT.0) 60 TO 310 
133 IFdCOL(NN) .GT.2000) NF<2)-1 
134 IF(ICOL < NN).LT.2000) GO TO 310 
133 BIG-1.0E-38 
136 DO 304 N-2,NVAR+1*1COUNT 
137 IF(DABS(A(N,NN)).LE.(1.OE—9)(DABS(A<1,NN))) GO TO 304 
138 IF(DABS(A(N,1)/A(N,NN)).GT.BIG) BIG-DABS(A<N,1)/A(N,NN)) 
139 304 CONTINUE 
140 IF(DABS(A(l,NN))tBIG.LT.(1.OE—9)(DABS(A(1,1))) NF(2)«0 
141 310 CONTINUE 
142 IF(NF(2).EQ.1) RETURN 
143 NF (3) —O 
144 DO 320 N—2,NVAR+1>ICOUNT 
143 IP <DABS(A(N,1)).LE. (1.0E-9)tDABS <A(1,1)).AND.IROW(N).LT.2000) 
146 X NF(3)-1 
147 320 CONTINUE 
148 NF (4) —O 
149 DO 330 NN-2, NLT+NGT-HMEQ-*-1 
130 IF (A ( 1, NN) . LE. 0. 0. AND. I COL (NN) . GT. lOOO) NF(4)-1 
131 330 CONTINUE 
132 C CALCULATE COST OF CONSTRAINTS 
153 IF (NF <4) . GT. O) GO TO 333 
134 NCON—O 
135 DO 330 NN-2,NLT+NGT+NEQ+1 
156 DO 340 N—2, NVAR-»-l-H COUNT 
137 IF <IRON(N).EQ.1000-*-NN—1) GO TO 343 
138 540 CONTINUE 
139 GO TO 330 
160 543 CONTINUE 
161 NCON-NCON+1 
162 ICON(NCON)—NN—1 
163 CONST (NCON)—A (N, 1) 
164 330 CONTINUE 
163 335 CONTINUE 
166 C CALCULATE OPTIMAL COMBINATION OBMAX AND XN 
167 OBMAX—A(1,1) 
168 DO 360 N—2, NVAR+1 I COUNT 
169 IF (IRON (N) . GT. lOOO) GO TO 560 
170 M—IABS(IRON(N)) 
171 SOL (H) —O. 0 
172 360 CONTINUE 
173 DO 370 NN—2, NLT-HMGT+NEQ+1 
174 IF(ICOL(NN).GT.lOOO) GO TO 570 
173 M-ICOL(NN) 
176 SOL(M)—A(1,NN) 
177 370 CONTINUE 
107 
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178 C SOLUTION COMPLETE 
179 RETURN 
180 END 
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SUBROUTINE DIRECT (NSP, NA. NO, N) * ° 
SUBROUTINE DIRECT ACCEPTS THE DIRECTION DP FROM SUBROUTINE LOMAC 
AND USES P, DP, AND THE BOUNDARIES TO FIND BLAMAX, THE LIMIT 
OF THE LINE SEARCH. ’ 
REAL*8 T1,T2,T3,T4,BMAX 
REAH8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REALS8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
A*NE1»NE2* ir.mbasis,DWZDPK, izr, iterm 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00, JP,T, IP, IRC, TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B(33,33,4>, A(33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33>, DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
BLAMAX-1.0E+38 
DO 23 1*1,NO 
T1-1.0E+38 
IF(DP(I).6T.0.0) Tl—(UB(I>—P(I))/(DP(I)) 
IF (DP (I) . LT.0.0) Tl—(P (I) /DP (I) ) 
IF(Tl.LT.BLAMAX) BLAMAX—Tl 
23 CONTINUE 
DO 73 NS—1,NSP 
DO 60 I —1, NQ 
T2—<AH(NQ+2,I,NS)SQO(NO+l,NS)>/(—QO(NQ+2,NS)) 
IF(DP(I).6T.0.0.AND.P(I).LT.T2—EPS3) THEN 
BMAX-(T2-EPS3—P(I))/(DP(I)) 
DO 30 J—1,NO 
IF(J.EQ.I) GO TO 30 
T3—<AM(NO+2,J,NS)*Q0(NG+1,NS))/(-QO(NQ+2,NS))-EPS3 
T4-P(J)+BMAX*DP(J) 
IF(T4.LT.T3) GO TO 60 
50 CONTINUE 
IF(BMAX.LT.BLAMAX) BLAMAX*BMAX 
ENDIF 
60 CONTINUE 
73 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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1 SUBROUTINE SEARCH (NSP. NA, NQ, N) 
2 C SUBROUTINE SEARCH DOES A LINE SEARCH BY THE GOLDEN SECTION METHOD 
3 C AND THEN CHECKS THE LENGTH OF THE STEP TAKEN TO SEE IF IT IS VERY 
4 C SMALL. THIS SUBPROGRAM IS A COPY OF THE SUMMARY FROM BAZARAA AND 
3 C SHETTY - NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING AND THEREFORE CONTAINS NO 
6 C EXPLANATION. 
7 C 
8 C SEARCH CALLS SUBROUTINE VALUE2 WHICH EVALUATES THE PROFIT FOR A 
9 C GIVEN SET OF PRICES R - -<P+DP*BLAM) 
10 C 
11 REAL*8 THETAL,THETAM,TLAM,TMU,ALPHA,TA,TB 
12 REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR,ETAC, 00, T, TOL 
13 REALS8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
14 REALS8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
13 COMMON Q,B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
16 COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
17 COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
18 COMMON IZEROS,NZERQS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
19 COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
20 DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q<33,4>, B(33,33,4), A<33) 
21 DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
22 DIMENSION R<33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
23 DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(35) 
24 DIMENSION IZER0S(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
23 C 
26 ALPHA-.618 
27 C INITIALIZE THE LINE SEARCH FOR THE VARIABLE BLAM WITH MAXIMUM 
28 C VALUE BLAMAX. 
29 TA—0.0 
30 TB-BLAMAX 
31 IF (BLAMAX. LE. BLONG) GO TO lOO 
32 TLAM-(1.O-ALPHA)tBLAMAX 
33 TMU-ALPHA*BLAMAX 
34 DO 3 I —1, NO 
33 3 R(I)—(P(I)♦TLAM1DP(I)) 
36 CALL VALUE2(NSP,NA,NQ,N,THETAL) 
37 DO 6 I«1, NO 
38 6 R(I) — (P(I)«THU*DP<I) ) 
39 CALL VALUE2(NSP,NA,NO,N,THETAM) 
40 C BEGINNING OF THE LINE SEARCH LOOP. 
41 10 IF(TB-TA.LE.BLONG) GO TO lOO 
42 IF(THETAL.GE.THETAM) GO TO 30 
43 TA-TLAM 
44 TLAM—TMU 
43 THETAL-THETAM 
46 TMU—TA+ALPHAt(TB-TA) 
47 DO 15 I—1,NQ 
48 15 R(I)—(P(I)+TMU4DP(I)) 
49 CALL VALUE2(NSP,NA,NQ,N.THETAM) 
30 GO TO 10 
31 30 TB—TMU 
32 TMU—TLAM 
33 THETAM-THETAL 
34 TLAM—TA-*- ( 1. -ALPHA) * (TB-TA) 
33 DO 35 1*1,NO 
56 33 R(I)—(P(I)-*-TLAM*DP(I)) 
37 CALL VALUE2(NSP.NA,NQ,N,THETAL) 
58 GO TO lO 
39 C TERMINATION PROCESSING FOR THE LINE SEARCH. 
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C USE LONGEST POSSIBLE 
C CONSTRAINTS. 
100 BLAM-TB 
DO 110 1*1,NQ 
TOL-P(I)S2.OSS <—41) 
P <I)»P <I)+BLAMSDP<I) 
IF(P(I).GT.O.O.AND.P(I).LT.TOL) 
IF(P(I).LT.O.O) P(I)*0.0 
110 CONTINUE 
IF(BLAM.LE.EPS2) IRNLP-2000 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE VALUE2 (NSP, NA, NQ, N,PIVL) ^ cro*°^^ F0RTRBN77 V3. 20 02/04 
C SUBROUTINE VALUE2 CALCULATES A VALUE FOR THE VARIABLE PROFIT AT 
C R RETUBNS " THTOUeH flBLOCAL°VARIAM_E 
c 
C VALUE2 CALLS SUBROUTINES: 
MODIFY WHICH PREPARES ELEMENTARY MATRICES FOR RESTART OPTIONS 
OPTNl NHICH TRIES TO FIND X'S IF THEY ARE IN THE SAHE^Is^ 
0PTN24 WHICH COALESCES THE ELEMENTARY MATRICES AND RESTARTS 
ITERATIONS BY OPTION 4 
REINIT WHICH PREPARES A TOTAL RESTART IN THE EVENT OF FAILURE 
OF ITERATIONS BY OPTION 4 ™ILURE 
NEWBAS WHICH FINDS THE NEW BASIS COLUMN TO ENTER IN TERMS OF 
THE CURRENT BASIS 
SORT WHICH FINDS THE PIVOT ROW FOR THE HCXT ITERATION 
PIVOT WHICH PERFORMS THE REVISED SIMPLEX PIVOT 
REAL*8 PIVL 
REALS8 AM, Q, B, A,DWZDPK,R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,T,TOL 
^AL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI UB 
REALt8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,EL0N6,EPS4 
COmON Q*B»NL1,NL2, A,NE1,NE2, IR, MBAS IS, DWZDPK, I2R, I TERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
«« a-AMAX,X,BL0N6,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV, IT,DELPI 
COmON I ZEROS, NZEROS, UB, EPS3, ELONG, EPS1, IRNLP, DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B(33,35,4>, A(33) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEI6H(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
C 
C NS IDENTIFIES WHICH SUBPROBLEM IS BEING MANIPULATED. 
NS«0 
DO lO I-1,NQ 
lO X(I)-0.0 
20 NS-NS-^1 
ITERM-O 
IF (NS. GT. NSP) 60 TO lOO 
C IRC EQUAL TO lOOO MEANS THAT OPTION 1 WAS SUCCESSFUL. 
CALL MODIFY(NS,NA,NQ,N) 
IF(ITERM.EQ.3) GO TO 73 
CALL OPTNl(NS,NA,NQ,N) 
IF(IRC.EQ.lOOO) GO TO 20 
43 CALL 0PTN24 (NS, NA, NO, N) 
46 IF (I TERM. EQ. 2) GO TO 73 
47 CALL PIVOT(NS,N) 
48 C BEGINNING OF SOLUTION LOOP 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
33 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
49 23 CALL NEWBAS(NS,NA,NO,N) 
30 IFdR.EQ. lOOO) GO TO 20 
31 CALL SORT (NS, NA, NQ, N) 
32 IFdR.EQ. lOOO) THEN 
S3 IF(ITERM.EQ.1) GO TO 73 
34 WRITE(6,30) NS 
33 30 FORMAT(//,10X,’SUBPROBLI 
36 CLOSE(5,STATUS-’KEEP’) 
57 CLOSE(6,STATUS-'KEEP’) 
38 STOP 
39 END IF 
112 
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IP (IR. EQ. 2000) GO TO 20 
CALL PIVOT(NS,N> 
GO TO 23 
POINT OF TOTAL RESTART 
73 CALL REINIT(NS.N) 
IF (IR. EQ. lOOO) GO TO 20 
GO TO 23 
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^^IONqOF profit for use by line search, can use any formula. 
DO 110 I-1,NQ 
HO PIVL-PIVL*M-R< I>-C< I) ) *X (I) 
return 
END 
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SUBROUTINE FINISH <NSP,NA, NO, N> "‘=ro“« F0RTRAN77 V3.2o’o££ 
SUBROUTINE FINISH CONTROLS TERMINATION OF EACH PROBLEM BY PRTNTTKir 
REQUESTED INFORMATION ABOUT THE PROBLEM. PROBL-EM BY PRINTING 
FINISH CALLS SUBROUTINES: 
GENOUT WHICH PRINTS GENERAL OUTPUT FROM THE PROBLEM. 
PPRINT WHICH PRINTS FINAL OUTPUT FROM EACH OF THE SUBPROBLEMS. 
REALS8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R,ETAR,ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
SSS ^»?hS?»BLAriAX^.»-0NG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
ggAL«8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COHHON Q, B, NL1, NL2, A, NE1, NE2, IR, MBAS IS, DWZDPK, IZR, I TERM 
COMMON R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, JP, T, IP, IRC, TOL, LI 
ESTITISm BLAMAX* x» BLONG, EPS2, WEIGH, C, PIV, IT, DELPI 
COMMON IZER0S,NZER0S,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q(33,4>, B<33,33,4>, A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4> 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(35) 
CALL GENOUT (NSP, NA, NQ, N) 
DO 10 NS-1, NSP 
CALL PPRINT (NS, NA, NO, N) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE GENOUT<NSP,NA,NO.N) 
C SUBROUTINE GENOUT PRONTS GENERAL OUTPUT FOR THE NONLINEAR 
C PROGRAMMING PROBLEM. 
C 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR,ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI.UB 
REALI8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B,NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
2222 ?;°?»®LAri»^MAX»x»BL0Ne»EpS2,WEIGH,C,PIV, IT, DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35,35,4), 0(35,4), B<35,35,4>, A<35) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(35), ETAC(35), 00(35,4), T(35) 
DIMENSION P(35), DP(35), X(35), WEIGH(4), C(35), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(35) 
c 
C PRINT OUT CONDITIONS OF THE FINAL ITERATE. 
IF(IRNLP.EQ.lOOO) WRITE(6,10) 
10 FORMAT(/,10X,'THIS POINT SATISFIES THE KUHN-TUCKER CRITERION.*) 
IF(IRNLP.EQ.2000) WRITE(6,20) 
20 FORMAT(/,1OX,* ITERATIONS HAVE FOUND AN ACCUMULATION POINT WHICH DO 
XES NOT SATISFY THE*,/,10X,* KUHN—TUCKER CRITERION.*) 
IF(IRNLP.EQ.3000) WRITE(6,30) 
30 FORMAT!/,10X,'THIS POINT SATISFIES BOTH THE KUHN-TUCKER AND ACCUMU 
XLATION CRITERIA.*) 
WRITE(6,40) EPS1,ELONG 
40 FORMAT!/,1OX,* THE KUHN TUCKER CONVERGENCE LRITERION WAS *, 
X 1PD1S.5,/,10X,* THE VALUE OF THE GRADIENTtDIRECTION IS *, 
X 1PD15.5) 
WRITE(6,50) EPS2,BLAM,BLONG 
50 FORMAT!/,1OX,* THE ACCUMULATION CRITERION WAS *,1PD15.5,/, 
X 10X,* THE LENGTH OF THE LAST STEP WAS *,1PD15.5,/, 
X 1OX,* THE LINE SEARCH CRITERION WAS *,lPD15.5,/> 
RETURN 
END 
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1 SUBROUTINE PPRINT (NS,NA,NQ,N) 
2 C PURPOSE - TO PRINT THE CURRENT SOLUTION TO COMPLEMENTARY 
3 C PROBLEM AND THE POPULATION NUMBER. 
4 C 
5 REAL<8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R, ETAR,ETAC,QQ, T, TOL 
6 REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
7 REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
8 COMMON Q, B, NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
9 COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
10 COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BL0N6,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
11 COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
12 COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
13 DIMENSION AM<33,33,4), Q<33,4>, BC33,33,4), A(33) 
14 DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4> 
15 DIMENSION R<33), ETAR(35), ETAC(35), 00(35,4), T(35) 
16 DIMENSION P(35), DP(33), X(35), WEI6H<4), C<35), DELPI(33) 
17 DIMENSION IZER0S<4,2>, UB<35), DXDPK(35) 
18 C 
19 WRITE (6, 1) NS 
20 1 FORMAT (lOX,14HPOPULATION NO.,14) 
21 X-N+l 
22 J-l 
23 2 K1-MBASIS(I,NS) 
24 K2*MBASIS<J,NS) 
25 IF (Q(J,NS).GE.O.O) GO TO 3 
26 Q(J,N8)-0.0 
27 3 IF (K2.EQ.1) 60 TO 5 
28 IF (Kl.LE.NQ) THEN 
29 WRITE(6,4) K1,Q(J,NS) 
30 4 FORMAT(1OX,2HX(,I4,2H)»,1PD15.5) 
31 ELSE 
32 K3-K1-NQ 
33 WRITE(6,44) K3,Q(J,NS) 
34 44 FORMAT(1OX,2HY(,I4,2H)»,1PD15.5) 
35 ENDIF 
36 GO TO 7 
37 5 IF (Kl.LE.NQ) THEN 
38 WRITE(6,6) K1,Q(J,NS) 
39 6 FORMAT(1OX,2HV(,I4,2H)»,1PD15.5) 
40 ELSE 
41 K3-K1—NQ 
42 WRITE(6,66) K3,Q(J,NS> 
43 66 FORMAT(1OX,2HU(,I4,2H)»,1PD15.5) 
44 ENDIF 
45 7 I-I+l 
46 J-J+l 
47 IF (J.LE.N) GO TO 2 
48 RETURN 
49 END 
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SUBROUTINE MODIFY <NS,NA,NQ,N) 
C PURPOSE ~ TO READ THE MODIFIED FIRST LINE OF THE CONSTRAINT 
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MATRIX AND SET UP THE MATRICES ER AND EC 
43 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
31 
52 
33 
34 
33 
36 
57 
58 
59 
REAL*8 T1,AMAX 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B,A,DWZDPK,R,ETAR,ETAC,00,T,TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1,NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35,33,4), Q<35,4>, B<33,33,4), A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(33) 
C FIND THE NQ-t-1 COLUMN IN THE BASIS 
NN-NQ+l 
DO 2 JP-1,N 
L-N+JP 
IF (MBASIS(L,NS).EQ.NN.AND.MBASIS(JP,NS).EQ.2) GO TO 3 
2 CONTINUE 
JP-O 
GO TO 30 
C MULTIPLY THE NEW COEFFICIENT VECTOR BY THE BASIS INVERSE 
AMAX-O.O 
3 DO 3 1*1,N 
Tl-O.O 
DO 4 J*1,NQ 
4 T1*T1+B(I,J,NS)*R(J) 
A(I)*T1 
IF(ABS(T1),GT.AMAX) AMAX-ABS(Tl) 
5 CONTINUE 
T0L-AMAXS2.Ott(-41) 
C CALCULATE THE COLUMN VECTOR DEFINED AS ETA C 
IF(ABS(A(JP)).LE.TOL) THEN 
ITERM-3 
DO 16 1*1,NQ 
AM (NN, I, NS) *R (I ) 
16 AM(I,NN,NS)«—R(I) 
GO TO lOO 
END IF 
DO 6 J»1,N 
6 ETAC(J)■—A(J)/A(JP) 
ETAC(JP)*1.0/A(JP) 
C ALL THE INFORMATION NECESSARY FOR EC IS NOW AVAILABLE. 
C NOW CALCULATE THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO FORM THE MATRIX ER. 
C FIRST, REORGANIZE THE NEW FIRST COEFFICIENT ROW TO OBTAIN 
C THE N+l ROW OF THE BASIS MATRIX 
30 IP-O 
DO 31 J*1,N 
L-N+J 
MB1*MBASIS(J,NS) 
MB2*MBASIS(L,NS) 
IF (MB1.EQ.1) THEN 
IF (MB2.NE.NN) THEN 
T(J)*0.O 
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ELSE 
T (J ) = 1.0 
END IF 
END IF 
IF (P1B1.EQ.2) THEN 
IF (MB2.LE.NQ) THEN 
T<J)»-R(MB2> 
IP-IP+1 
ELSE 
T(J>*0.0 
ENDIF 
END IF 
IF (nBl.EQ.3) THEN 
T<J> —1.0 
ITERM-2 
Microso-ft F0RTRAN77 
ENDIF 
31 CONTINUE 
MULTIPLY THE NEW 
BASIS INVERSE TO 
N+l ROW OF 
OBTAIN THE 
THE BASIS MATRIX BY EC AND 
MODIFIED ROW VECTOR 
THE 
79 IF (IPc EQ. O) 60 TO lOO 
80 IF < JP«EQ.0) SO TO 33 
81 Tl-O.O 
82 DO 32 I —1, N 
83 52 Tl—Tl+ETAC(I)ST(I) 
84 T <JP)—T1 
83 AMAX—0.0 
86 33 DO 33 J—1,N 
87 Tl-0.0 
88 DO 54 I»l,N 
89 54 Tl—Tl+T (I) SB (I , J,NS) 
90 A < J ) —T1 
91 IF(ABS < T1) .ST.AMAX) AMAX—ABS(T1 
92 33 CONTINUE 
93 TOL—AMAXS2.OXt<-41) 
94 C CALCULATE ETAR FROM THE MODIFIED ROW 
93 IF (ABS (A (NN) ) . LE. TOL) THEN 
96 ITERM-3 
97 DO 66 I —1,NQ 
98 AM <NN, I , NS) —R < I ) 
99 66 AM (I, NN, NS) ——R < I ) 
lOO SO TO 100 
101 ENDIF 
102 DO 56 J—1,N 
103 56 ETAR (J) —A < J) / A (NN) 
104 ETAR<NN>-1.0/A<NN> 
103 lOO IRC—O 
106 * RETURN 
107 END 
VECTOR 
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SUBROUTINE 0PTN1 <NS.NA,NQ,N> F0RTRAN77 V3.20 02/84 
PURP°SE ' “LCULATIf* THE » the 
OPTION 1 TRIES MULTIPLYING THE MODIFIED BASIS BY THF tmtttai 
C NANCES AS YET MS 2^1^ 
C MATRICES BY THE BASIS. REPEATED UNNECESSARY MULTIPLICATIONS 
C WILL INCREASE THE BUILDUP FROM ROUNDOFF. 
C 
REAL*8 T1 
?£**-*? AM* °* B’A’ Rr ETAR, ETAC,QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV.DELPI UB 
REAL*8 EPS3.EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 *’^V.DELPI.UB 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QQ,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P, DP, BLAM, BLAMAX, X, BLONG, EPS2, WEIGH, C, PIV, IT, DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), Q<33,4>, B<33,33,4>. A<33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS<70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(35) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH<4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
C MULTIPLY THE ORIGINAL Q BY THE MODIFIED BASIS 
C FIRST, MULTIPLY ER BY 00 
Tl-O.O 
DO 1 J-1,N 
1 T(J>«00<J,NS) 
NN-NO+1 
IF (IP.GT.O) THEN 
DO 2 J-1,N 
2 T1-T1+ETAR(J>tQO(J,NS> 
T(NN)-T1 
END IF 
C MULTIPLY THE INVERSE BASIS BY THE PRODUCT ER BY QO 
DO 4 I«l,N 
Tl-O.O 
DO 3 J—1,N 
3 T1-T1**-B(I, J,NS)*T(J) 
A(I)—T1 
4 CONTINUE 
C MULTIPLY EC BY THE PRODUCT (INVERSE BASIS BY ER BY QO) 
IF (JP.GT.O) THEN 
DO 5 I—1,N 
3 Q(I,NS)—A(I)♦ETAC(I)*A < JP) 
Q <JP,NS)-ETAC(JP)SA(JP> 
ELSE 
DO 6 I—1,N 
6 Q (I, NS) —A < I) 
END IF 
DO 7 I — 1, N 
7 IF(Q(I,NS).LT.0.0) GO TO 8 
IF (ITERM.EQ. 2. AND.Q (IZR, NS) . GT. TOL) GO TO 8 
CALL ADDX (NS, NA, NO, N) 
IRC-IOOO 
8 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE 0PTN24 (NS, NA,NQ,N) 
PURPOSE - SINCE FURTHER ITERATION IS NOW NECESSARY, THIS 
SUBROUTINE COMBINES THE THREE MATRICES (EC X B-l X ER) 
AND PREPARES OPTION4. 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REALS8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2,A,N£1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35,33,4), 0(35,4), B(33,33,4>, A(33) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(35), ETAC(33), 00(35,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(35), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
MULTIPLY (BASIS INVERSE BY ER) - THIS AMOUNT OF WORK IS NEARLY 
EQUIVALENT TO A PIVOT IN OPERATIONS 
NN-NQ+l 
IF (IP.EQ.O) GO TO 31 
DO 2 J-1,N 
IF (J.EQ.NN) GO TO 2 
DO 1 I-l,N 
B(I,J,NS)-B(I,J,NS)♦B(I,NN,NS)SETAR(J) 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
DO 3 I-l,N 
3 B(I,NN,NS)—B(I,NN,NS)*ETAR(NN) 
MULTIPLY EC BY (BASIS INVERSE X ER) - THIS AMOUNT OF WORK IS 
NEARLY EQUIVALENT TO A PIVOT IN OPERATIONS 
31 IF (JP.EQ.O) GO TO 32 
DO 5 I-l,N 
IF (I.EQ.JP) GO TO 3 
DO 4 J-1,N 
B(I,J,NS)"B(I,J,NS)+B(JP,J,NS)tETAC(I) 
4 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
DO 6 J«1,N 
6 B(JP,J,NS)-B(JP,J,NS)*ETAC(JP) 
SUBSTITUTE THE MODIFIED ROW INTO THE M MATRIX 
52 DO 100 1*1,NQ 
AM(NN,I,NS)«R(I) 
AM ( I, NN, NS) »—R ( I ) 
lOO CONTINUE 
IF ( I TERM. EQ. 2) GO TO 12 
SET T ARBITRARILY TO -1.0 
ITERM-1 
DO 110 I«1,N 
110 A(I)—1.0 
CALL RESET (NS,N) 
12 RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE REINIT (NS,N) «icroTO.t F0RTRAN77 V3.20 02/84 
PURPOSE - TO TOTALLY REINITIALIZE THE SUBPROBLEM. 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2, A, NE1, NE2, IR, MBAS IS, DWZDPK, IZR, ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV, IT, DELPI 
COMMON I ZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPSl.IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B(33,33,4), A(33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2>, UB(33), DXDPK(33) 
RESET Q AND BASIS INVERSE 
ITERM-O 
DO 2 1*1,N 
0(1,NS)*00(1,NS) 
DO 1 J*1,N 
IF (I.NE.J) THEN 
B(I,J,NS)*0.0 
ELSE 
B(I, J,NS)*1.0 
END IF 
1 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL INITIA (NS,N) 
RETURN 
31 END 
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SUBROUTINE NEWBAS (NS,NA,NQ,N) 
PURPOSE - TO FIND THE NEW BASIS COLUMN 
TERMS OF THE CURRENT BASIS 
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TO ENTER IN 
REAL<8 T1 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK. R, ETAR, ETAC, 00, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI,UB 
REAL<8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK.ELONG,EPS4 
COMMON Q, B, NL1, NL2,A,NE1,NE2,IR,MBASIS,DWZDPK,IZR,ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P, DP, BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,35,4), Q<33,4>, B<35,35,4>, A<35> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(33) 
IF NL1 IS NEITHER 1 NOR 2 THEN THE VARIABLE ZO LEAVES THE 
BASIS INDICATING TERMINATION WITH A COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTION 
IF (NL1.EQ.1) GO TO 2 
IF (NL1.EQ.2) GO TO 3 
CALL ADDX (NS, NA, NQ, N) 
IR-IOOO 
RETURN 
2 NE1-2 
C UPDATE NEW BASIC COLUMN BY MULTIPLYING BY BASIS INVERSE. 
DO 4 1*1,N 
Tl-O.O 
DO 3 J*1,N 
3 T1*T1—B(I,J,NS)*AM(J,NE2,NS) 
A(I)-T1 
4 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
3 NE1-1 
NE2-NL2 
DO 6 1*1,N 
A(I)*B(I,NE2,NS) 
6 CONTINUE 
41 RETURN 
42 END 
122 
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SUBROUTINE SORT <NS,NA,NO,N» F0RTRRN77 V3.20 02/34 
PURPOSE - TO FIND THE PIVOT ROW FOR NEXT ITERATION BY THE 
USE OF (SIMPLEX-TYPE) MINIMUM RATIO RULE. 
REALS8 AMAX,T1,T2 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK, R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI , UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
gry o’?4-^1^?L2,A’Nei’NE2’ IR*MBASIS, DWZDPK, IZR, I TERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,QO,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM<35,35,4), Q<35,4), B<35,35,4), A<35) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(35), MBASIS<70,4) 
DIMENSION R(35), ETAR(35), ETAC(35), 00(35,4), T<35> 
DIMENSION P(35), DP(35), X(35), WEIGH<4), C<35), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(3S), DXDPK<35) 
AMAX-ABS(Ad) ) 
DO 10 I»2,N 
IF(AMAX.GE.ABS(A(I))) GO TO 10 
AMAX—ABS(A(I)) 
10 CONTINUE 
TOL—AMAXS2.Otl(-41) 
IN ANY ACTUAL I IMPLEMENTATION NB SHOULD BE RE- 
26 C PLACED BY B-ll WHERE B IS THE NUMBER OF BITS IN 
27 C THF FLOATING POINT MANTISSA AS CLASEN SUGGESTS 
28 1-1 
29 1 IF (A(I).GT.TOL) GO TO 2 
30 I-I + l 
31 IF (I.GT.N) GO TO 9 
32 GO TO 1 
33 2 T1-0(I,NS)/A(I) 
34 IR—I 
35 3 I-I+l 
36 IF (I.GT.N) GO TO 5 
37 IF <A(I).GT.TOL) GO TO 4 
38 GO TO 3 
39 4 T2-0(I,NS)/A(I) 
40 IF (T2.GE.T1) GO TO 3 
41 IR—I 
42 T1-T2 
43 GO TO 3 
44 5 RETURN 
45 C FAILURE OF THE RATIO RULE INDICATES TERMINATION WITH 
46 C NO COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTION. 
47 6 IR-IOOO 
48 RETURN 
49 9 IF(Q(IZR,NS).GT.TOL) 60 
50 CALL ADDX (NS,NA,NQ,N) 
51 IR—2000 
52 RETURN 
53 END 
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SUBROUTINE PIVOT (NS,N> »i=r0«oTt F0RTRAN77 
PURPOSE - TOPERFORN THE PIVOT OPERATION BY UPDATING THE 
INVERSE OF THE BASIS AND Q VECTOR. 
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REALtS AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R,ETAR,ETAC,00,T,TOL 
REALS8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLQNG,EPS2,WEIGH C PIV DELPT nn 
REAL.8 EPS3,EPSl.DXDPK,ELDING,Ef4» ’ ’ ’UB 
comoE IR'nBflsIs.D'xZDPK, hr, iterh 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
gP**** T;™?LAM’Bt-AMAX’X»BLaNG*EPS2»WEIGH,C,PIV, IT, DELPI 
cSUS3 E^^WS^EUB,^S3’^^’^1’ IF^’DXDPK 
^^:,M^7i.!,<3=’3=-4>’ a<35> 
?J"?NSI0N R(33)* ETAR<33>, ETAC(33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
DP<33) > X (33) » WEIGH(4) , C(33), DELPI (33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(33) 
DO 1 I»1,N 
B(IR,I,NS)»B(IR,I,NS)/A(IR) 
0(IR,NS)-O(IR,NS)/A(IR) 
DO 3 1-1,N 
IF (I.EQ.IR) GO TO 3 
Q (I, NS) «Q ( I , NS) —Q ( IR, NS) tA ( I) 
DO 2 J-1,N 
B(I,J,NS)*B(I,J,NS)—B(IR,J,NS)tA(I) 
2 CONTINUE 
3 CONTINUE 
UPDATE THE INDICATOR VECTOR OF BASIC VARIABLES 
NL1«MBASIS(IR,NS) 
L-N+IR 
NL2-MBASIS(L,NS) 
MBASIS(IR,NS)«NE1 
MBASIS(L,NS)»NE2 
Ll«Ll-*-l 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE ADDX (NS.NA,NQ,N) F0RTRAN77 73.20*02/84 
PURPOSE - TO CALCULATE THE COMBINED VECTOR OF DEMANDS FROM 
THE SUBPROBLEM BASIC VECTORS. 
REAL*8 AM,Q,B,A,DWZDPK,R,ETAR,ETAC.QO,T,TOL 
Si£.*8 &S:Si?:SSSSJiiaSSsf”*'"eiGH’c-1PIV-1D6LPI’•'UB 
SSSS ,ZR-ITER" 
COMMON P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2.WEIGH C PIV IT npi pt 
SJJES ^4?^^EUB,EPS3,EL0NG’EPS1, irW-dx4^’ 
3s,3s,4> •r<35’ 
DIMENSION R<35), ETAR(33), ETACC33), 00(33,4), T(33) 
n!!!ne!nk P<33), DP(33) , X (33) , WEIGH(4) , C(35), DELPI (33) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB<35), DXDPK(33) 
I-N+l 
J«1 
2 Kl—MBASIS(I,NS) 
K2-MBASIS(J,NS) 
IF (Q(J,NS).GE.O.O) GO TO 3 
Q(J,NS) *0. O 
3 IF (K2.EQ.1) GO TO 3 
IF (Kl.LE.NQ) THEN 
X <K1)-X (K1) -H3 (J , NS) tWEIGH (NS) 
END IF 
3 I-I+l 
1 
IF (J.LE.N) GO TO 2 
RETURN 
END 
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19 
SUBROUTINE RESET <NS,N, merest F0RTRAN77 V3.20 02/84 
PURPOSE - TO RESET THE INTEGER AND REAL VARIABLES SO THAT ANY 
OF OPTIONS 2 THROUGH 4 CAN ENTER THE ITERATION LOOP 
AT THE PIVOT SUBROUTINE 
REAL*8 QAMAX,T1 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A, DWZDPK,R, ETAR, ETAC, QO, T, TOL 
REAL#8 P,DP.BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
?’^4-^:1ANL2,A’Nei,NE2’ IR. "BASIS, DWZDPK, IZR, ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
COMMON P,DP.BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,IT,DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(35,35,4), Q<35,4>, B<33,35,4>, A<33) 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(35), ETAC(33), 00(35,4), T(33> 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(33), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2>, UB(33), DXDPK(3S) 
QAMAX-O.O 
IR-O 
DO 1 I-1,N 
T1«Q(I,NS)/A(I) 
IF (T1.6T.QAMAX) THEN 
QAMAX«T1 
IR-I 
END IF 
1 CONTINUE 
NE1-3 
NE2-0 
IZR-IR 
IRC-IOOO 
RETURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE INITIfl <NS,N> Microsoft F0RTRRN77 V3.2o'o2/84 
PURPOSE-TO FIND THE INITIAL ALMOST COMPLEMENTARY SOLUTION 
BY ADDING THE ARTIFICIAL VARIABLE ZO. 
REAL*8 T1 
REAL*8 AM, Q, B, A,DWZDPK.R,ETAR,ETAC,OO,T,TOL 
REAL*8 P,DP,BLAM,BLAMAX,X,BLONG,EPS2,WEIGH,C,PIV,DELPI, UB 
REAL*8 EPS3,EPS1,DXDPK,ELONG,EPS4 
rnfiflnu! » NL2» A» NE1» ^2, IR, MBASIS, DWZDPK, IZR, ITERM 
COMMON R,ETAR,ETAC,00,JP,T,IP,IRC,TOL,LI 
SJZSI! t4«aSLAM,BLAMAX» X»BL0NG,EPS2, WEIGH, C,PIV, IT, DELPI 
COMMON IZEROS,NZEROS,UB,EPS3,ELONG,EPS1,IRNLP,DXDPK 
COMMON EPS4,AM,ISOLVE 
DIMENSION AM(33,33,4), 0(33,4), B(35,33,4>, A(33> 
DIMENSION DWZDPK(33), MBASIS(70,4) 
DIMENSION R(33), ETAR(33), ETAC(35), 00(35,4), T(33) 
DIMENSION P(33), DP(33), X(35), WEIGH(4), C(33), DELPI(35) 
DIMENSION IZEROS(4,2), UB(35), DXDPK(33) 
C SET ZO EQUAL TO THE MOST NEGATIVE Q(I) 
1-1 
J-2 
1 IF (0(1,NS) .LE.0(J, NS) ) GO TO 2 
I«J 
2 J-J+i 
IF (J.LE.N) GO TO 1 
C UPDATE Q VECTOR 
IR-I 
Tl—Q(IR,NS) 
IF (Tl.LE.O.O) GO TO 7 
DO 3 1*1,N 
Q(I,NS)*Q(I,NS)+T1 
3 CONTINUE 
Q(IR,NS)-T1 
C UPDATE BASIS INVERSE AND INDICATOR VECTOR 
33 C OF BASIC VARIABLES 
36 DO 4 J*1,N 
1 37 B(J, IR,NS>—1.0 
1 38 MBASIS(J,NS)*1 
1 39 L-N+J 
1 40 MBASIS (L, NS) 
1 41 4 CONTINUE 
42 IZR-IR 
43 NL1-1 
44 L-N+IR 
45 NL2-IR 
46 MBASIS(IR,NS)-3 
47 MBASIS(L,NS)=0 
48 LI = 1 
49 RETURN 
50 9 CONTINUE 
51 IR=1000 
52 RETURN 
53 END 
APPENDIX B 
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10 
4 8 3 
.001 .000002 .000002 
3.00 3.00 
7.00 
5.00 
.4288 .3464 . 1458 
.3322 .3335 
.4242 
.3181 
1 1 -.009027 
2 2 -.003344 
3 3 -.015141 
4 4 -.004649 
3 5 -.000789 
6 6 -.008673 
7 7 -.041136 
8 8 -.050370 
-.4398 -.4133 
-.5191 
-.4043 
1.28 1.71 
1.02 
1.66 
-1.28 -1.71 
-1.02 
-1.66 
.073124 .066008 
.186189 
.074694 
-6.29 39.20 -43.08 
1 1 -.006311 
2 2 -.004976 
3 3 -.011016 
4 4 -.003883 
3 5 -.000376 
6 6 -.007192 
7 7 -.028767 
8 8 -.025493 
-.4398 -.4133 
-.3191 
-.4043 
1.28 1.71 
1.02 
1.66 
-1.28 -1.71 
-1.02 
-1.66 
.076766 .071464 
.139815 
.078237 
-8.62 49.61 -37.03 
1 1 -.005033 
2 2 -.003848 
3 3 -.008662 
4 4 -.002367 
5 3 -.000748 
6 6 -.010226 
7 7 -.018634 
8 8 -.010332 
-.4398 -.4133 -.4043 
-.5191 
1.28 1.71 1.66 
1.02 
-1.28 -1.71 -1.66 
-1.02 
078314 .074982 .076471 
089271 
-10.59 61.87 -71.15 
1 1 -.003654 
2 -.002720 
3 -.006523 
4 -.002834 
5 -.000654 
.001 
5.00 
.000002 
5.00 12.00 
.0790 
.2979 . 1565 .8650 
-.3731 -.1901 -1.0378 
2.44 2.33 8.79 
-2.44 -2.33 -8.79 
060162 .032133 .132096 
-.3731 -.1901 -1.0378 
2.44 2.33 8.79 
-2.44 -2.35 -8.79 
064414 .032154 .167745 
-.3731 -.1901 -1.0378 
2.44 
m
 
r> • 
M
 8. 79 
-2.44 -2.55 -8.79 
062181 •035568 .188149 
14.00 
1.2953 
-1.5831 
7.99 
-7.99 
.242626 
-1.3831 
7.99 
-7.99 
.272801 
-1.3831 
7.99 
-7.99 
.299298 
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6 
7 
8 
1 
2 
3 
4 
3 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
6 -.002768 
-.018519 
8 -.006218 
4398 
-.5191 
-.4133 -.4045 -.3731 -.1901 -1.0578 -1.5831 
1.28 
1.02 
1.71 1.66 2.44 2.55 8.79 7.99 
-1.28 
-1.02 
-1.71 -1.66 -2.44 -2.55 -8.79 -7.99 
084013 
076613 
.080428 .078914 .070773 .037871 .209093 .339981 
-13.71 72.38 -83.47 
. 1 
.6 
.7 .7 .9 .9 2.2 1.8 
.6 
.6 
. 13 .7 .9 .9 2.2 1.8 
.6 
.6 
.7 . 13 .9 .9 2.2 1.8 
.6 
.6 
.7 .7 .2 .9 2.2 1.8 
.6 
.6 
.7 .7 .9 .2 2.2 1.8 
.6 
.6 
.7 .7 .9 .9 .80 1.8 
.6 
.6 
.7 .7 .9 .9 2.2 .70 
.6 
.08 
.7 .7 .9 .9 2.2 1.8 
. 1 
. 1 
. 1 .2 .2 . 1 1.3 1.0 
.3522 
.4242 
.3333 .3181 .2979 . 1365 .8650 1.2933 
6 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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.001 .000002 
10.00 10.00 
.5000 . 5000 
.3614 .5374 
1 .057742 
2 .571428 
3 .285714 
4 .285774 
-.4518 -.6718 
4.84 14.80 
-4.84 -14.80 
3.0 2.0 
-16.25 154.0 
1 058824 
2 187500 
3 214285 
4 -1. oooooo 
-.4518 -.6718 
4.84 14.80 
-4.84 -14.80 
2.0 3.0 
-16.25 154.0 
.25 1.80 
.75 1.00 
.75 1.80 
.75 1.80 
.25 1.00 
.3614 .5734 
000002 
10.00 
.001 
20.00 
.3077 .9250 
.3846 -1.1563 
2.20 8.68 
-2.20 -8.68 
1.0 
169.0 
3.0 
.3846 
2.20 
-2.20 
3.0 
169.0 
-1.1563 
8.68 
-8.68 
1.0 
.40 1.20 
.40 1.20 
. 10 1.20 
.40 .50 
. 10 .50 
,3077 .9250 
.000002 


